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OF THE 
The indomitable spirit of "Custer's Pride," the renowned Seventh Cavalry which once 
fought with red skins where now twenty-two men fight over pig skins, is deeply ingrained 
in the institution which now occupies the site where once these men lived and fought. 
The leadership which they displayed in conquering the plains for civilization is the 
leadership which our institution, the Fort Hays Kansas State College, is taking to 
educate the sons and daughters of these western plains. And the hardy pioneer spirit, 
that spirit which caused the first settlers to stay on through drouth and flood, through 
hardships and massacres, is part and parcel of this present generation, who also carry on. 
Our problems today may differ vastly from those of our forebears, but they are similar 
in that they must be faced, and an attempt made to solve them. 
The unconquerable spirit of the old Seventh Cavalry is incorporated and shines forth 
from the song which we proudly sing: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Western Kansans' Alma Mater 
Hail ye men who did create her, 
No one else can boast a greater-
K. S. C. Fort Hays. 
Sons and daughters chaunting, 
Black and Gold flag flaunting, 
Melodious strains of western plains, 
For Right stands she undaunting, 
Raise your voices, swell the chorus, 
Honor those who went before us, 
Labor that she may adore us, 
K. S. C. Fort Hays. 
* 
* 
* 
Western Empire lies before Thee 
On the wind-swept rolling prairie, 
Great, as only boldly dare Thee-
K. S. C. Fort Hays. 
Sons and daughters seeking, 
Trusting to her keeping, 
The younger seeds of epic deeds 
And future harvest reaping. 
Sing her praises, she who taught you 
How to live, and how comport you 
Cheer for her who nobly wrought you 
K. S. C. Fort Hays. 
FORT HAYS OF YESTERDAY 
F ,rt Hays, a military pas whi ·h was established 1r the year 1867 
by General Pope was really built to serve as protection Jgam.' 
the Indians who made r umerouc attacks or> the ;ettler of F 
Hays and to ward off the buffalo stampedes which were -iuitP 
frequent. 
At first, the rollmg plains of Kansas seemed unmvitmg to the 
people of the East. It appeared to be only an endless chair of 
prairies practically timberles, and hardly anythmg but buffal, 
grass would grow well 
With the approach of the Kjn, as Parific Railroad which wa, 
bemg c• mstru, ted rear Fort Hays, many people were attr 1, ted 0 
the land of the pla,ns They sE-ttled about one rr _Je n, 1rth ,f F r 
Hays with or y the Big Creek betweez, the settle r0 a :l the :l er 
Th1. led to the four dmg of Hays City 
The early settler· and soldier:, had to undergo sen0t1: pnvation. 
mcluding flood,, Indian s•,ares and drouth. Little did they :lrearr 
that 111 less than seventy year a great institutior of higher lean ng 
would be well rooted m the rrnd•;t of their descendar I· 
* 
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FORT HAYS OF TOMORROW 
Fort Hays, the college of Western Kansas; may it give independent 
children of independent pioneers a chance to think, to live, and 
to grow. 
With a beautiful campus always growing as the visible symbol of 
increasing knowledge, with the fitting of students to know them-
selves and their fellows, Fort Hays will become a means of trans-
mutation of civilizations, makmg scorching plains the storehouse 
of secrets of living a life. 
The wind and dirt, the sun and ram beat hard against native 
stones and weather them a grey. But a grey of hope and endurance 
and courage, not one of defeat and meek acceptance. May we 
hope that the future student will be so weathered by these things: 
the campus, the permutation of ideals and ideas of teachers and 
books, the stimulus of kmdred minds-each a step toward the goal. 
* 
FORT HAYS OF TODAY 
FORSYTH LIBRARY 
SCIENCE H ALL 
THE OBSERVATORY 
PICKEN HALL AND THE WOMAN 'S BUILDING 
ll 
THE COLISEUM 
IT IS with a great deal of pleasure that we dedicate this book lo a man who has 
served Western Kansas as an educator for many years. In recognition of this 
long and honored service, we dedicate the 1936 Reveille tu a man who is an 
able teacher, a true friend, and a loyal supporter of the school and one who has 
given a life of service, ideals, and ability to students with a firmness yet kind-
liness rarely found . . Professor Robert Lincoln Parker, B.L., B.S., A.M. 
* 
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* * * 
TH E S C H O O L 
The library force ... how we 'd miss 
'em ... Oh Doctor ... See anything, 
Harvey? ... Aren't they dignified? .. . 
The faculty relaxes, four times .. . 
Margaret and Manetta . . . The super-
intendent of the musical zoo ... Mouse 
minders ... The faculty relaxes, five 
times . . The big boss . . Dean 
Elizabeth Jane Agnew . . Faculty 
relaxes, six times . . . Charlotte, 
Shirley Maye, and Clinton ... Boys 
will be beys ... Faculty still relaxing, 
three more ti111es. 
P. S. The girl whose picture is on page 
15 is Celeste Lowrey and not Emma 
Louise Havemann and don't 
ask the editor . 
* 
CLARENCE EDMUND RARICK, A.B., Ed .D. 
C. E. RARICK became president of the Fort Hays Kansas State College on 
November 30, 1934, following in the footsteps of the late William A. Lewis. 
During his period of administration, President Rarick has won the respect and 
admiration of students and faculty members alike. His ability as an executive, 
his fine personality and his undaunted vision give assurance of a bigger and 
better college. "We have only begun," is Dr . Rarick's attitude in regard to 
the college .... We offer our felicitations to the man who has so success-
fully completed his first full year as head of this institution. 
* 
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FACULTY 
FLOYD B. LEE, A.B., A.M., Sc.D. 
D ea11 of the Faculty. 
Kansas Scace Teachers College, Emporia; 
Uni ,·ersi cy of Kansas; College of Emporia. 
FRED\\'. ALBERTSON, B.S., A.M. 
Associate ProfeSJor of Agriculture. 
Fore Havs K_ansas Scace College; University ol 
Missouri; Un1,·ersicy of Nebraska. 
ELIZABETH BARBOUR, Ph. B., A.M. 
Instructor m PhJszcal Ed11c,1tio11 for IVomen. 
Uni,·ersicy of Chicago. 
MARYE. BARRETT, A.B., B.S. in L.S. 
Reference Librarian. 
\\'ashburn College; Uni,ersicy of Illinois. 
ARTHUR \V. BARTON, A.B., Ph.C., Ph.D. 
Profes,01· of Botany. 
University of \Vashingron, Northwestern Univer-
si cy; University of Chicago. 
W1LLIAM BEARLEY, B.S. in Educ. 
AJJtSfant Coach and I11str11ctor m Phrrm1I Education. 
Texas Technologv College, Fu, c Hns Kansas 
Scace College. 
PAUL B. BECKHELM, B.M., B.S. 
Instructor in Piano and Music TheorJ; Men's Glee Club. 
American Consen·atorv of Music; Northwestern 
Universin; Fore Havs 'Kansas Scace College. 
CHARLES H. BROOKS, B.S., M.S. 
Instructor of Correspond wee Stud) Depurtmwt of Latln. 
Fore Hays Kansas Scace College; Kansas Scace 
Teachers College, Emporia; Kansas Scace College 
of Agriculture and Applied Science. 
R. U. BROOKS, B.S. in Arch. Eng., M.S. in Arch. Eng. 
Superintendent of Buildings and instructor in Mechanical 
Drawing. 
Kansas Scace College of Agriculture and Applied 
Science. 
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FACULTY 
Euz., nET fl.). A<;NEW, B.S 
D eun of ~Vomm 
Kansas State Co ll ege o f Ag r icu lt ure and Applied 
Sc ience, Co lum bia Unive rsity. 
Huc,11BuRNL11, \ll.,A.M. 
Actm~ D,1-ector of f:i.:tenuon and lnstrNctor III Polit1c,d 
Soma 
Fort Hars Kansas State College, Un i,·ers1t, ot 
Kans,ls, U111\·trs1t\ of Colorado 
\\ II.BER I c .. \l'l'I.LL, ll.S., A M , Ph D 
fnsfr!(l-/or m Chumrtn 
Uni\·ersH\ of Kansas, Orta\,a UniH:rs1t_, 
l:.o" .,Ro E Co,rnR, A ll , A M 
Profe1 wr of M11t/1emt1/l(I 
Coorcr College.:, U111\'crSI(\" of Kansas, Unin:rs1t.\ 
of Colorado, Unl\ers1tv ol Nchrask.c 
Ps.,RL (, CRUISE, -~ ll, \ \1 
,·1rrnl,.mt Superuror of Tet1cher Trumm~ 
Io,\'a Seate Teachers College, UniH-:rs i tv of Io,,a. 
Sr,,m,ee \ D\ITON, AB., M.S 
lnrtr11ctorm Bwla.~tc,d Sc1ma,111d Arr't trJ Der.111 r1f M en. 
Ozark \\'cslc.-:van, Southwest M issouri Seate 
Teachers College, lh ker Uni,·ersttv, Unl\c:rs in 
of f ll111ocs 
!:.ow," Ow,s, B.S, AM 
Pro/error of 1 nd11rtnul Art r 
Kansas State College of Agriculture and Aprl ieJ 
Soence, Fore Ha IS Kansas State College, Unnn-
Slt\' of Minncsoc1 
G ,YNeu e DA vis, BS in EJuc, !\ M. 
1rr't Suptruwr of Tt,Hhtr Trumm~ 
Fort Han Kansas Stare College, Columh1.1 
Un i,crsit, 
M,R(, IRST H . DRESIISH, A A, ll.S Ill L.S 
Ltbrur_r Cutu!o~mr. 
McPherson College, Uni1·ers1t1 of l ll 1nois 
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FACULTY 
Ron RoY I.,N M ACGREGOR, A.B., A.M., Ph .D, 
D . Anthrop. 
Profusor of EnglHh and Chamnan of th, Graduate 
Dit•uton. 
Otago Uni,·ers icy of New Zealand, UniYersity ol 
Jena, Cambridge UniYersity. 
ViRGIL \'". Eo~10Nos, A.B., A.L'-1. 
l111tr11ctor rn Band and English. 
\\'illiam Jewell; Missouri Scace Teachers College, 
\\'arrensburg, Universicv of Chicago, Uni,ersicy 
of Iowa, Kansas Cir,· Teachers College, Horner 
Consen·aror~·. 
LUCILLE F ELTEN, B.S. 
Instructor t!l Prano. 
Fort Hays Kansas Scace College, .~le,ander Raab, 
Caruthers Normal School of Piano, Chicago. 
E'1MA GOLDEN, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor 111 German and AJS't Suprrnsor of Tt,uhrr 
Tra1n111g. 
Scace Teachers College, Ellindale, N.D, Uni,·er-
sin· of Minnesota. 
MAUDE I. GoRHA'1, Ph.B., A.M. 
l1utr11ctor 111 Ps_)chologJ. 
Uni,·ers in of Chicago, Columbia Uni,·ersicv. 
PAUL B. GROSS, B.S. 
Dmctor of A.thl,t,cs. 
Basketball Coach and Instructor m PhJJc..il Ed11c.itio11 
for Mm. 
Fort H ays Kansas Seate College, Unl\ersit) of 
Illinois, Un i,·ersicv of Michigan, Nortlrnestern 
Uni\·ersity. 
MARGARET H. HAGGART, B.S., AM. 
Profruor of Home Economtes. 
Kansas Scace College of Agriculture and Applied 
Science, Uni,·ers ic1· of Chicago, Columbia 
Uni Yersi ry. · 
MANETTA]. H EIDMAN, B.S., 1'1.S. 
Instructor rn Trxrrlr1 and Clothrn_~-
Des Moines College, Iowa Scace College. 
FRANCES H ENRY, R.N' A.B. 
Dupoumg Nurse and butructor rn Health. 
UniversitY of Oklahoma, Oklahoma College for 
\\'omen. · 
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FACULTY 
Ctt1\RLES FISHER \V1EST , A.B., D .D . 
Professor of Phi losophy and Chairma11 of the Humanities 
DiviJion. 
Gettysburg College; Lutheran Theologica l Sem-
inary; Midland College; Yale Uni\'ersicy. 
THELMA E. HRUZA, A.B., M.S. 
Instructor m English. 
Fore Hays Kansas Scace College. 
MODESTO JACOOI NI, A.B., A.M. 
Profe.rsor of Modern Languages. 
Licea Taranco, Italy; American Internacional Col-
lege; Yale University; New York University; 
Uni,ersicv of Chicago; National Uni\'ersin- of 
Mexico 
GEORGE A. KELLY, B.A., A.M., B.Ed., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor m PsychologJ. 
Friends Uni,·ersicy; Park College; Uni\'ersicy of 
Kansas; University of Minnesota; University ot 
Edinburgh, Scocland; Uni\'ersicy of Iowa. 
HENRY EDWARD MALLOY, B.S. 
Professor and Director of MuJic. 
Kansas Scace Teachers College, Empor ia; Fore 
Hays Kansas Scace College; Voice under George 
Hamlin, Chicago; D. 0. Jones, Emporia; Ella 
Bachus-Behr, Berlin; Hinshaw of Mecropolican 
Opera, New York; George Ferguson, Berlin; 
P. Kirk Towns, Berlin. 
Carl J. Malmberg, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor m Orchestra and Pub!tc School Mustc. 
Fore Havs Kansas Scace College; American Con-
servatory, Chicago; Col um hia Uni \·ers iry. 
ERNEST R. McC,RTNEY, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Profnror of Econonucs 
Monmouth College; University of Wisconsin; 
Uni\'ersic,· of Nebraska. 
RosELL\ M. McC,RROLL, B.S., A.M. 
Ass't Superl'lror of Teacher Trauun,g. 
Fore Havs Kansas Scace College; Columbia 
Uni,·ersin. 
MYRL\ E. McGINNIS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
An1Ita11t Profenor of Englzrh. 
Kansas Scace Teachers College,_ Emporia; Uni,·er-
slt\ of Missouri; Yale Uni\·ers1ty. 
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FACULTY 
LYMAN Dw10HT WoosTER, A.B., Ph.M., Ph.D. 
Prof,ssor of ZoologJ a11d Chairman of th, Biological 
Science Division. 
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia; Univer-
sity of Wisconsin; Leland Stanford University. 
RoBERT T. McGRATH, Ph.B., Ph.M., Ph.D. 
Professor and Dirrctor of Education. 
State Teachers College, De Kalb, Illinois; Univer-
sityofWisconsin ;Illinois State Normal University. 
MAUDE McMINDES, B.S., M.S. 
Director and Supervisor of Teacher Training. 
Fort Havs Kansas State College; University of 
Kansas; Columbia University. 
GENEVA T. MILLETT, B.S. in P.E., M.A. 
Instructor in PhJsical Education for Women. 
University of Tennessee; University of Iowa. 
EARL F. MoRRIS, B.S. in Ed., B.S. in Med., M.D. 
Dmctor of Health and Physical Educat1011 and Professor 
of Public Health. 
Kirksville State Teachers College, St. Louis Uni-
ver,?cy; Uni versi cy of Missouri. 
WILLIAM D. MORELAND, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Pofttical Science. 
University of Iowa. 
M -1RY MAE PAUL, B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Supervisor of Teacher Training. 
Fort Hays Kansas State College; Columbia 
University. 
GOLDIE PROFFITT, B.S. in Educ., A.M. in Educ. 
Assistant Supervisor of Teacher Training. 
Fort Hays Kansas State College; University of 
Arizona. 
HOMER B. REED, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Profes1or of P1ychology. 
Indiana Universitv; University of Chicago; 
Columbia University. 
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FACULTY 
RoY RANKIN, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Chemistry and Chairman of th, Physical 
Science DiviJion. 
J\\1Es EDWARD RousE, B.S., M.S. 
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia; Uni ver-
sity of Kansas; Harvard University; University 
of Colorado . 
Professor of Agrtculture. 
Missouri State Teachers College, Kirksv ille; 
Uni,·ersit1 of \\'isconsin, Kansas State College of 
Agriculcu.re and Appl ied Science. 
L. .J. S,1uTZ, B.S _-\.. 
Farm Supermtmdmt. 
Kansas Scace College of Agriculture and Appl iec 
Science 
C1.,R.\ S,-;YDER, B.S., -1..M. 
Instructor m BurmeJJ 1ldmuustrutton. 
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Dem·er 
Un1,·ersit1, Colorado State College of Education 
J,,1ES R. ST\RT, B.S., !\ M. 
·1sflft,111t Profe.rror of Eng/,rh. 
Fort Ha1s Kansas Scace College; North\\eStern 
UniYersir_v, Co!umhia UniYersity . 
. !. M Sm 1NGE, B.F.A, 
Instructor 111 _1rt 
Oklahoma Agricul cure and Mechanical College, 
Uni1·ersit1 of Oklahoma 
FLOYD B. STREETER, A.B., B.S., A.M., Litt.D. 
Profe r ror a11d L,bran,m 
Uni1·ersit1 of Kansas, Un1,·ersicv of Michigan, 
Simmons College. 
LEON1RD \\'. T110,1PSON, B.S. Ill Educ, B.S in C, 
\! B .. -1. 
1Htrtunt Profeirr1r w Busmess ~-1dmm1Strat1on. 
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Uni,er-
stt\ of Kansas. 
M,nEL \',,.,01,·eR, BF.-\., A I\!. 
Proferror of /1pplud ,1rt. 
Art lnsricuce, Chicago; Arc AcaJernv, Chicago, 
Oklahoma Uni,ersicv; George Peabod, College, 
Nash,ille. · 
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FACULTY 
ROBERT LINCO LN P,RKER , B . L, B .S., A.M. 
Professor of Hlrtory ,md Chu1rmu11 of the Soczul Scuna 
OttlflOIJ 
Ottawa Uni,·ersicy; Universin of Chicago 
\\ ILL.IS H \\" \Ll-,'.ER, :\ B., ,-\ .M ., Ph D 
A rrtrt..i11t Profe rror of H uton 
[o,,.t Uniq~rstn 
\\ ' ILTER G \\ \R"OLK, B .-\ , .-\ :--.1 , Ph D 
. l rrut...111t Profeuor w ,\L.1tlw11uflcr 
H.ir, .1rd U111n~rstt,, Uni\'trs in of lllinots 
THOR"T0" \\ \\ ELLS, B.S , Ms 
lnrtructor m En(lrr/i 
Fore H,t1s K.rns.is Scace College, K.,ns.is Scace 
College of -\_gnculcure rnd .-\pplieJ SLtei,ce 
[11c1\11 \\tLES, .-\.B,-\ B. 111 Lib. Sc 
0flcumentr L1br.1nu11 
Penn College, Un11crsm of :--.11d11g,111 
\l .,RY I:. \\ ILLI \\IS, -\. B, -\ B. lO L.S. 
S'upanror tJJ Cirod,lfwn 
Unin:rsin of \\ 1ch1t.l, U111,·ers1t\ of \1tLhtgJ.n. 
I R\"l"E \\ ILSO>C, B.S 
8Nrr,n-
Fore Ha,s l-..ans,1> :,Ot,lCe College, \\ ' ,t111e State 
Te.ichers College, \\,11ne, :-:ehr~skJ 
.I 1\lcsJ Ye,GER, B.S 
lnrtr11ctor m P/,J llf,t/ Fd11f.1t1,m .md Gtud) 
Kansas State College of .-\gnculcure .,nJ .-\pplteJ 
S1..1ence, UntYerstt_, of lo\\a 
H,Hn :\ z,,szrn, -\.B,-\ :\I, Ph . D. 
Proftrr1)r of Ph fin ,md. lrtr011011~l 
Lehigh Unt\'ers1r,, lnJwna Untn:rsin 
R\\\IO'-D L. \\ ELTY, ll.S 111 EJuL, .-\ ,\1, PhD 
/111trt1i"f(Jr m Jl,aon P1a11r, not here 
k ans.ts Stare Tc.tchcrs College, 1:.mporia, Fore 
H.ns Kansas SLltt College, George \\ ash mg con 
U111n:rs1n, Uni, cr~in· of ColoLu.lo, Uni\'ersit\' 
of [O\\,l,. . 
25 
GRADUATE 
STUDENTS 
NADYNE CALVERT. . Hays, Kansas 
A.B. Fore Hays Kansas State College. 
Music. 
DREW DoBOStt .. Monessen, Pennsylvania 
Ph.B., University of Chicago. 
B. Art Ed., An Institute of Chicago. 
Art Education. 
VERNE LIPPERT. . Bison, Kansas 
A.B., B.S. in Educ., Fore Hays Kansas 
Scare College. 
Phpics. 
BETTY MARTINSON \Vichi ca, Kansas 
A.B., Friends University 
Psycholog;•. 
N. G. MoooY . Beeler, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Fon Hays Kansas Scare 
College. · 
Educ. Administrat/011. 
\VALTER PARK . \Vichica, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Fon Hays Kansas State 
College. 
Hisro,J. 
EVERETT Ru NY ON Ha, s, Kansas 
A.B., B.S. in Educ ., Fort Hais Kansas 
Sea re College . 
Chemirr1y 
AoRAN ScttEER Hays, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Fort Havs Kansas Stare 
College. 
Education. 
CALVERT 
MARTINSON 
RUNYON 
DOBOSH 
MOODY 
SCHERER 
LIPPERT 
PARK 
SOLOMON 
RonERT SoLOMON. . Havs, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Fort Hays K;nsas State 
College. 
BotanJ. 
FRANK CUNNINGHAM 
A.B., Kansas Weslenn. 
H1sto1:y. · 
Lebanon, Kansas 
LLOYD CuNNINGHA\L Hars , Kansas 
BS. in Educ., Fon Ha,s Kansas Scare College. 
BotanJ 
ORVIS GROUT 
J\.B. Fon Han Kansas Stare College. 
DramattCJ. 
Hays, Kansas 
PAUL KING Hays , Kansas 
A.B., Fort Havs Kansas State College. 
Eng/uh. 
H. R. POLLOCK Hays, Kansas 
B.S. in Agriculture, Uni,·ersity of Illinois. 
Social Science. 
* 
26 
MARJORIE GAMET R ,, 1S11 
A.B., Universitv of Kansas. 
Hays, Kansas 
English. · 
joHN M . STRANGE. Hays, Kansas 
B.F.A. in Painting, Oklahoma Universirv. 
Art Education. 
JASPER C WITTER . Plains, Kansas 
A.B., Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
Po/1//ca! Scimce. 
!RVJNE \V1LSON. Havs, Kansas 
B.S in Educ., \\'ayne State Teachers College'. 
Economics 
Huc;H FARQUHARSON . . . . Lincoln, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Fort Hays Kansas State College. 
Ed11cation. 
Sw ior: 
Pres ident 
Vice-pres ident -
Secretary-treasurer 
Student Represenrari ,·es 
] 111110,. 
Pres ident 
Vice-rres ident 
Secrecan -treasurer 
Student Representa ti ,·es 
CLASS GOVERNMENT 
H ER\t \N ScHWARTZKOPP 
CL ,R \ N1c 11 0L.\S 
- EL \!NE BITTER 
CL.\R..\ N1CHOL \S 
\ CLARENCE K .-\HLER 
GENE NIEW\LO 
- AL\N R ANKIN 
STELL.\ SCHLEGEL 
Bo,o McC.,NDLESS 
CttESTER J\l ncHELL 
* 
Sophomore: 
Pres ident 
\'ice-pres ident -
Secrecar \·-treasurer 
Student Rerresencacives 
Freshmen 
Pres ident 
\ ' ice-president -
Secreran -treasurer 
Student Represenrariq:s 
Senior BITTER, SCHWARTZKOPF NICHOLA8 
Jun " RANKIN, NIEW ALD SCHLEGEL 
Sophomore PETERS, BROWN DICKEY 
fr, ·hmer BURFORD SALMAN ROHWER 
OTIS DICKEY 
- BETTY BROWN 
- rvt -\uRrce: Pe:Te:Rs 
BURTIS TAYLOR 
ARTHUR LE-\S 
FLOYD BALM.-\N 
LEWIS BURFORD 
C.-\RL ROHWER 
HAROLD ALLEN 
\ CL\RK C \RULE 
SENIORS 
ROBERT B\RTHOLIC 
A.B., Mathematics 
Band, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
IRENE BEAN 
B.S. 111 Educ., Commerce. 
\\'A.A, 1, 2, 3, 4; Y \\'.C.A., 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Hays, K ansas 
\\' aldo, Kansas 
EowARD BENDER \Valdo, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., lnd11stnt1! Arn 
Karr• Bera Tau, president, 3, 4, Inter-Fraternal Council, 
3, 4, K Club, l, 2, 3, 4, ,ice-president, 4, Football, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
HELE'.'-.' FR-\NCES Bice Ha\'S, Kansas 
B.S., P/qstcal Ed11ca1Um 
Delta Sigma Ersilon, Glee Club, l, 2, 3, Duck Club, 1, 2, 3, 
P, Epsilon Pi, 1, 2, 3, 4, rresidenr, 2, \\'.A.A., 1, 2, 3, 4; 
\ICe-rresidenr, 3, Orchesus, 2, 3, 4, Opera "Martha,"' 3; 
"Lucia,"' 2, !\II-round Girl, 2, Ma1or Club, 1, 2, Popularit1· 
Q.,een, 3 
EL,1r-.:E BITTER LaCrosse, Kansas 
B.S., m Educ., Home Econom1cr 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, ,ice-rresident, 3, 4; Senior Class 
secretary-treasurer; Pi Ersilon Pi, 1, 2, 3, 4; Home Eco-
nomics Cluh, 1, 2, 3, 4, Glee Club, 2; Pan-Hellenic, 2, 3; 
.Junior Class Plav; Little Theater, 4. 
T. BROCK, JR Havs, Kansas 
A.B, E11~l1Jh. 
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, Parliamenran La" Club, 2; Opera, 
"Manha," 2, Aida, 3 · 
J\.1,1,x1"-'E BRU\fFIELD Jetmore, Kansas 
BS III Educ , E11g!1JI' 
Duck Club, 3, 4, Y \\ .C..~., 2, 3, 4, ,·ice-rresidenr, 4, 
English Club, 2, 3 
f\1YRTLE BuRDJTT Cold\,·attr, Kansas 
B.S m Educ., Home Ea,nom1cr 
Karri Phi, Home Economics Club, 3, 4, Art Club, 1, 
Chorus, 3 
EDITH C.,RPENTER MacksYille, Kansas 
BS III Educ., En\!,sh. 
Friends Uni,ersit_,, Santa Ana .Junior College. 
A1TA CuNE Oakley, Kansas 
B.S m Educ., E11~/"h 
P, Karpa Sigma, English Cluh, I, 2, Chorus, 2, 3. 
CARL CuNES\llTJi Buffalo, Kansas 
BS m Educ., MustC. 
Kansas State Teachers College, I, 2, 3, Pi Kapra Delea, 
Orchestra, 4, Glee Cluh, 4, Y M C.A , 4, Band, Librarian, 4. 
,I <CK CRO!':K Co\·err, Kansas 
B j. m Educ., Sooal Suence 
Y t\1.C.A , 2, 3, 4, Intra-murals 
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ELVA CuRRENCE Nekoma, Kansas 
B.S., Home Econo,mcJ 
Kappa P h i , Home Econom ics Club, 2, 3, 4; pres ident, 4; 
Y. W.C.A., 1, 2. 
KENNET H D AVENPORT Hox ie, Kansas 
A. B., Literature. 
Eng li sh Clu b; Leade r ; Y .M .C. A.; Q u ill Club; Seven th 
Cavalry, Li ttle Theater; Secretary-Treasurer, Jun ior Class. 
FRANK DREILING Hays, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., Phnzcal Education. 
Football, 1, 2, 3, 4; K Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Track, I . 
VERNAL DuNCAN. \Va keeney, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Educ., M athematiu. 
Sigma Tau Gamma; K Club, l, 2, 3, 4; Trac k , 1, 2, 3, 4. 
JoHN DuNN P la ins, Kansas 
A B ., Chem/SIi") 
Phi Sigma Eps i(on; Sr. Joseph"s College; Band, Orches tra. 
RALPH E1KELBERGl::.R 
A. B. M athematics. 
Y.M.C.A, l, 2, 3, 4; Cabinet, 2 
Sc Ott Ci ry, Kansas 
EcuoTT G rBBENS Dodge Ci ty, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., Ph;sics 
Karpa Bera Tau; Delta Epsi lon; Science Club, 2; Com-
mercial Club, l; Track, 4 
i\.1AURICE GRANT Scott Cir_v, Kansas 
A.B., MathemaflcJ. 
Y.M.C.A., I, 2, 3, 4; Cab inet, 2, 3, 4, Engineer·, Club, 4. 
GEORGE GRUVER Hars, Kansas 
B.S 111 Educ., l11du1trzal Arl.f. 
Foorhall, 2, 3, 4; K Club, 2, 3, 4; Y M.C.A , 2, 3, 4; presi-
dent, 4, Chairman Student Assembly, 4, Se, enrh CaYalrv, 4; 
Student Council, 4 
LEOLA GUSTAFSON \V inona, Kansas 
B.S., lntermed1t1te Ed11cafl.111 
Pi Karra Sigma, president, 4; Pi Epsi Ion Pi , 4; Pan- Hell en ic, 
4; English Club, 3; Home Economics Club, 1. 
EMMA Lou1sE H AvEMANN Hays, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Ed11c., Applud Art. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, pres ident, 4; Pi Eps ilon Pi , 1, 3, 
president, 3, Glee Club, I, 3; Art Club, 3, 4, pres ident, 4; 
Student Assemb!_\', secretary-treasurer, 3, Orchesus, 3, 4; 
Operas, "Faust," "'A ida," Pan-Hellen ic, 3, 4. 
E. E. Hirschler. Hanston, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Educ., E11~/,rh_ 
Bethel College, McPherson Colle,;e, Y.M.C.A., 4. 
BARTHOLIC 
BRUMFIELD 
CURRENCE 
GIBBONS 
BEAN 
BURDITT 
DAVENPORT 
GRANT 
BENDER 
CARPENTER 
DREILING 
GRUVER 
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BICE 
CLINE 
DUNCAN 
GUSTAFSON 
BITTER 
CLINESMITH 
DUNN 
HAVEMANN 
BROCK 
CRONK 
EIKELBERGER 
HIRSCHLER 
HOKE 
LOUDERBAUGH 
McKEE 
NELSON 
HOLM 
LAVERY 
McKENNA 
NIC'HOLAS 
HUBERT 
LISS 
McROBB 
OSHANT 
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JONES 
LOFLIN 
MEIER 
PANKASKIE 
KAHLER 
MARSHALL 
MEYER 
PERKINS 
KELLY 
McCANDLESS 
MORRISSETTE 
RAFF 
ERNEST Ho KE . Gorham, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Mu,ic. 
Y.M.C.A , 1, 2, 3, 4, Cabinet, 3; Orchestra, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Band, 1, 2 3, 4. 
FLORIAN HOLM .. Hays, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Physical Educatlon. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon , vice-president, 4; Foorba 1, 2, 3, 4; 
K Club, 3, 4. 
MARVIN HuaERT.. . .. Ingalls, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Social Science. 
Garden Cirv Junior College; Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Student 
Council, 2; Delta Psi Omega, 1, 2; Spanish Athletic Club, 
1, 2; Y.M.C.A., 3, 4. 
CASEY JoNES . Hill Cit)', Kansas 
A. B. , Social Science. 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Science Club, l ; Student Council, l; 
Parliamencarv Law Club, 1, 2, 3; Vice-chairman Student 
Assembly, 2; Professional Club , 2, }. 
CLARENCE K AHLER ..... . Holyrood, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Phpical Education. 
Sigma Tau Gamma, president, 4; K Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Track, 
1, 2, 3, 4; Pep Club, 3; Inter-Fraternal Council, president, 4; 
Leader Staff, 3, 4; Little Theater, 3, 4; Student Council, 4; 
Basketball. 
THELMA KELLY 
B.S. in Educ , Eng!i,h. 
. . Phillipsburg, Kansas 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, president, 4; Duck Club, 1, 2; English 
Club, 2; W.A.A., l; Iorra-murals, 1, 2; Orchesus, 2; 
Leader Staff, 3, 4; Quill Club, 3, 4; Arr Club, 3, 4; Little 
Theater, 4; Crippled Children·s Education. 
EsTHER LounERB AUGH. Kanopolis, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Engli,h. 
Kappa Phi ; Y.W.C.A., 1, 2, 3, 4, president, 4, Cabinet, 
2, 3, 4 ; Chorus, 1, 2, 3, 4; Religious Week Chairman, 3; 
Estes Park Student Delegate , 3; Sponsor of G. R. Training 
School, 2; ··car o· Nine Tails,°· 3. 
PHOEBE LAVERY . .Cawker City, Kansas 
B .S. in Educ., Commerce. 
Kappa Phi ; Y.W.C.A., 2, 3; Commercial Club, 2, 3; Social 
Science Club, }. 
ELMER Liss Lincoln, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Agriculture 
Y.M.C.A., 1, 2, 3; Science Club, l; Commercial Club, l; 
Parliamentary Law Club, 2. 
ESTHER LoPLIN Ogallah, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Home Economics. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon; Home Economics Club, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
president, 3; Y.\\'.C.A., 3, 4. 
M1LDRED MARSHALL Srockcon, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Educ., Engluh. 
Delta Sigma Epsilon, secretan·-rreasurer 2, presidem, 4; 
Pan-Hellen ic, president, 4; Glee Club, l; Y.\\'.C.A., l; 
English Club, 1, 2, 3. 
SENIORS 
BoYo McC,NDLESS Sc. John, Kansas 
A.B., Eng/uh and P,)chologJ. 
Sigma Tau Gamma, president, };Quill Club, 2, 3, president, 
3; Pi Kappa Delta, 2, 3; pres ident, 3; president Sophomore 
Class; Student Council, 2, 3; Se,·ench Ca\·aln·, Yice-presidenc, 
3; Leader, l, 2, 3, editor, 3; Reveille, 2; Y.M.C.A., 2, 3; 
Little Theater, 2, 3; Inter-Fraternal Council, 3. 
DENNIS McKEE .. . Hays, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., industrial Arts 
Phi Sigma Epsilon; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4, co-captain, 4, 
K Club, 1, 2, 3, 4, president, 4. 
MRs. ETHEL McKENN.\ Ha,·s, Kansas 
B.S., Murie. 
\\'ashburn College; Director, Custer Hall; Chorus, 2, 3, 4. 
FLORENCE McRoBs Rexford, Kansas 
B.S., B11srnes.r Adminutration. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Epsilon Pi. 
ELNORA MEIER Quinter, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., Eco11om1c.r and B,umess Admi11istrt1tzon. 
Y.W.C.A., 2, 3, 4; Commercial Club, 2; Parliamentan 
Law Club, 4. · 
CHE.STER MEYER. . \Voodston, Kansas 
B.S. Economics and B11swe.rs Administration . 
Glee Club, 1, 2; Chorus, 1, 2; Opera, .. Manha.·· 
ALBERTlNE MoRR1sSETTE 
8.S. in Educ., Commerce. 
\\'.A.A., Y.\\'.C.A. 
GEORGE NELSON 
B.S. m Educ., A~r1c11!t11re. 
Y.M.C.A., 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Clifton, Kansas 
Scandia, Kansas 
CL1\RA N1c110L.\S Ha,·s, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Ph)J1ca! Education. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon; \V.A.A., 1, 2, 3, 4, president, 3; 
Student Council, 4; Little Theater, 4, Orchesus, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Duck Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; Re,eil le editor, 3; · ·car 'o Nine Tails,°· 
3, Baller, ··Lucia Di Lammermoor,°· ··Martha,°' .. Faust," 
"Aida"; Achievement, 4. 
M.,RG.\RET Ostt \NT . Ha,·s, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Educ., Eng/uh. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha, vice-presi~enr, 3, 4; Glee Club, 1, 2, 
3, 4, English Club, 1, 2; Y.\\ .C.A., l; Leader Scaff, 3, 
Quill Club, 3, 4;, ice-president, .Junior Class; Intra-Murals. 
LEw1s PANKASKIE . Dresden, Kansas 
B.S. w Educ., M11Jtc. 
Glee Club, l, 2, 3, 4; Chorus, 1, 2, 3, 4, Opera, 1, 2, 3, 
A Cappella Choir, 4; Men·s Quartet, 1, Band, 1, Little 
Theatre, 3, 4. 
M \RGUERITE PERKINS ... Utica, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Music. 
Sigma Alpha Iota, Orchestra, 3, Glee Club, 4; Chorus, 2; 
Y.\\'.C.A., 1, 2; Opera, .. Faust.·· 
FR \NK RAFF 
B.S. 111 Educ., Ph.Jucr. 
Football, l, 2; Science Club, 1. 
BISSING 
GUTZMAN 
FINCHER 
Cl, de, Kansas 
SENIORS 
ELLIS REINHARDT. . Bison, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., EconomicJ and Bu.rmtJS Admint!tration. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon, vice-president, 3, secretary, 4; K Club, 
3, 4; Football, 2, 3, 4; Basketball, 2, 3. 
RuTH ScHILLER. . . Kirwin, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Physical Education. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, treasurer, 4; W.A.A., 2, 3, president, 
4; Duck Club, 2, 3, 4. 
MAURICE SwANSON \Vc:skan, Kansas 
A.B., Social Sciwct. 
Washburn College, l; Orchestra, l; Band, l; Leader, 2, 3; 
Y.M.C.A., 2; Pi Epsilon Pi, 4. 
HERMAN ScttWARTZKOPF Alexander, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., H,alth. 
Phi Mu Alpha; Seventh Cavalry, 3, 4; Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 
Captain, 4;Track, 1, 2, 4, Captain, 3;Junior Class president; 
Senior Class president; K Club, l, 2, 3, 4; Student Council, 
3, 4. 
MELBERN SMEDLEY. . ....... Kensington, Kansas 
A.B., Ch,mistry; B.S. in Educ. 
Compton Junior College; Phi Gamma Chi; Kappa Beta 
Tau; Delta Epsilon. 
\\'oonY REINHOLD .St. Francis, Kansas 
B.S. tn Educ., lndustrral Arts. 
K Club; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
DELWIN ConoINGTON . Palco , Kansas 
B.S. W Educ., Agrtcultur(. 
Kappa Bera Tau; Engineer's Club, I. 
ELMER SPOMER Alexander, Kansas 
. 1.B., Business Admu11strat1011. 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Glee Club, l, 2. 
CLAUDE SuMMERS Ellinwood, Kansas 
A.B., Economtcs. 
Asbury College; Phi Mu Alpha, treasurer, 4; Glee Club, 
1, 2, 3, president, 4;Junior plav; Little Theater, 4. 
LOWELL TRULL Kansas City, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Eng!tsh. 
Horner Conservatory; Phi Mu Alpha, Parliamentary Law 
Club, 3; Chorus, 2; Pep Club, 2. 
Lms TRACY Smith Center, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., En.gl,rh. 
Northeast Junior College, Kansas Cin, Tumbling Team, I, 
English Club, 2, 3; \\'.A.A, 3, Y.\\'.C.A., 2. 
BERNICE VAN PELT Co\'C~rt, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., E11gltsh. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Arr Cluh, I, 2; English Club, 3, 4; 
\\ A.A, 3. 
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FERN VINCENT . . ................... Englewood, Kansas 
A.B., E11glish. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Tigerettes , l, 2; W.A.A., 2; English 
Club, 4. 
WILLIAM Voss Norton, Kansas 
A.B., Social Science. 
Y.M.C.A., 1, 2, 3, 4; Parliamentary Law Club, 1, 2; 
Junior play; Professional Club , l. 
G1LBERT \V AGNER. . LaCrossc, Kansas 
A.B., M athematics. 
Y.M.C.A., 1, 2, 3, 4; Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; Engineers Club, 
l, 2, 3, 4. 
MARY Lou1SE \V ALKER Hays, Kansas 
A.B., Eng/uh. 
Kappa Phi, 1, 2, 3, 4; Y.W.C.A., 1, 2; Quill Club, 3, 4; 
Leader, 2; Orchestra, 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club, 1, 2, 3; Reveillc,2. 
CoNNIE WERTH. Hays, Kansas 
A.B., Economics. 
WALTER \V ALLERSTEDT H ays, Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., English. 
Kappa Beta Tau, Sponsor, 1, 2, 3, 4; College Printer. 
MAURICE W AELDIN . . . . . . . .... Hois1ngron, Kansas 
B.S. in Busimu Administration. 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Student Council, 1, 3, 4; Homecoming 
King, 4; Manager State College Greenhouse; Rerresenta-
ri,e, N.S.F.A., Kansas Ciry, 4. 
MAURI CE \V1LSON Hays, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., Agriculture. 
Y.M -.A., 1, 2, 3, 4; Estes Park Student Delegate, 3; 
Junior Play ; Professional Club, 4; Parliamentary Law 
Club, 4. 
Ev A \VoonRUPF. Englewood, Kansas 
B.S. In Educ., PrrmarJ Education . 
Pi Kappa Sigma, Yice-president, 4, Pan-Hellenic, 4; 
Chorus, 1, 2, 3. 
JASPER \\'1TTER . Plains , Kansas 
B.S. in Educ., Social Science. 
South western College; Band. 
JAMES WRIGHT Lincoln, Kansas 
A.B., Social Science. 
Garden City Junior College; Glee Club, 1, 2, 4; Quartet, 
1, 2; Little Theater , 1, 2, 4; president, Student Assembly, 4. 
OoROTHY B1ss1No Hays, Kansas 
B.S. m Educ., Busrness Admmrstra/1011. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon, president, 4. 
\VA YNE GuTZMAN Kensington , Kansas 
A.B., MathemaflCJ. 
Y.M.C.A. 
SrnLE F1NCHER Liberal, Kansas 
B.S. 111 Educ., Engltsh. 
Christian College; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Little Theater, 4; 
Duck Club, 4; Pi Ersilon Pi, 4; \V.A.A. 
REINHARDT 
CODDINGTON 
VAN PELT 
W A LLERSTEDT 
SCHILLER 
SPOMER 
VINCENT 
WAELDIN 
SWANSON 
SUMMERS 
VOSS 
WILSON 
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SCHWARTZKOPF 
SWANSON 
WAGNER 
WOODRUFF 
SMEDLEY 
TRULL 
WALKER 
WITTER 
REINHOLD 
TRACY 
WERTH 
WR!GP.T 
JUNIORS 
GEORGE .\n ,\Is, Clathn 
\"1ou ,\\!ES, \\. aldo 
PE.-\RL ATW.-\TER, L.trned. 
ELwooo BARTLETT. Plarn,·ille 
THERO:, BoRDEN, Russell Springs 
;\1-\RG \RET BRE:-,.,-~_\LL, Ness Cic, 
~frRTLE C.,RTER, Trousdale. 
Ro, CocHR.,NE. Sharon Springs 
Rt'TH CR.\Wf'ORD, HJ.\ s 
~oRvu Ct'RRY. Sc. Fr.incis 
ER......-EST DE1:-.Es. \\".lkcene, 
ISABEL DooRILL, K.1nor .ido 
\\ tLBL"R Dt·....,..c.--\:-.. \\ .d.:eene, 
.\oRr.,s EtCH\L--\!'-. P.1lco 
:\LBERT ErKELBERVER, S.:otc Ctn 
:\....,......,.-E F,sKH.\L'SER, ~-..1.rom.1 
FR-\'S"(J:::s ft(KE:-., Bison 
K: _.utt a Y s F 1sttER, \\ ilson 
RosERT FoRn. Osborne 
RnH FRISBIE. ~!,Donald 
Rt'TH FRt·sttER, JetmL)fc 
~\xx.\ Lot G.-\LLo,,·.,y, \\ .1keen-:, 
Rt.·rtt G.\RLo,,-. H.1,·s 
GEORGE G,LLOW ,Y, \\ . .1.keene, 
3 i 
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JUNIORS 
EvELYN G.,RTON, Dighton 
HARLIE HA.,.lG, Larned 
JOHN HADLEY, Alton 
MARCUS HAHN, Ha~·s 
KATHRYN HARRELL, Paradise 
MARYLEE HARVEY, Ogallah 
SHELBURNE HENDRICKS, 
Lebanon, Nebr 
Iv ... ,H.E HENNERICH, Hays 
OrTo HENNERICH, HaYs 
RuTH HILDEBRAND, Fowler 
RALPH HuFF\IAN, Simpson 
Rn., J,coBs, Ha,·s 
M1LDRED K1NG, Utica 
Au,1."' KLEINT, Herndon 
J,\IES KuNTZ, Plains 
ALICE L,vERY, Cawker City 
EsTEL LEONARD, Cullison 
ER\L\ Low REY, Larned 
NELLA M.,E M.,RSHALL, Stockton 
HARRY MASON, \\'akeeney 
\\'1LL1A\I Moa, \\'ilson 
CLEO MORRISSETTE, Clifton 
JANIS MuLLEN'DORE, Oakley 
DELBERT NEWBERRY, Ingalls 
JUNIORS 
EuGE?--:E N1E\V ,Lo, Bison 
GER ,w 0PDYCKE, Russel 1 
\\'1LLL\M OwENS, Council Gro\'e 
.Jott'1 P,c,e, Ellis 
DERRILL PR.\TT, Hays 
H ,zEL R ,nouR,T, J\1ontezuma 
'1.L,N R,NKIN", Hays 
FR \NCIS Roe, 11 aldo 
I \\'IN., Ro,,·, Larned 
l\.1n1-1 StnEl.lL'S, '\lmena 
-\1c\0Lo Surnr,;Ttt .\LER, I:llis 
P,Gu,·LSL111-RER, KansasCiC\·, J\1• 
l)o!"...· ,1.0 Sltto1.,rELDT, Havs 
D,1.r S11E1.1.11, ,.s, Ha,·s 
1 Yu:. S111.R,1 ,-....:, Chase 
./ERO\IE. ~, u,,1 \'.\i, Hanston 
[, R\T,· SrE\'l R, Uh·sses 
C, \YLE Snl\'LR, Ransom 
f RLDERilK Toi ,r-.:o, Sc ,lohn 
Hur.us\ \N DoREN, Ha\'s 
\1 .L'RICE \ .\l.'{dt""-, LaCross~ 
O" ER I oss, Ph ii I ipshurg 
J\l,R.JORIE \\ .\LLERSTEDT, Ha,·s 
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JUNIORS 
M \RG,\RET PANKASKTE, Dresden 
EuoENE Hou,1, Ha~·s 
\V1NNIE AD,\:\IS, Claflin 
MABEL RoBERTSON, Stockton 
Lors 1\1EYER, Hays 
OPAL EMMONS, Lenora 
MARVELLA ScttRIDDE, Grear Bend 
CLARENCE lsBELL , Bennington 
ISABEL B.\RKER) Beloit 
VERA SPRINGFELDT, Lorraine 
LucILLE LEAVELL, .A.Jlen 
DoN HrLDEBRAND, Fo,,·ler 
HENRl UPPENDc\HL, Dighton 
CARRIE SEuSER, LaCrosse 
ELAINE \\11s£, Dighton 
JottN ,rlLLCOXON, Oberlin 
TILLIE You::sio, Esbon 
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SOPHOMORES 
LESTER ADAMS, Belpre 
CLAlR ANDERSON, Bird City 
Cu 1\RLES BAHL, Hays 
RuTH BAKER-HINES, Hays 
HELEN BEAM, Oakley 
HOLLIS BEEN, Shallow Water 
HERBERT BENDER, Waldo 
KATHRYN BooMER, Natoma 
R1cttARD BRACKEN, Long Island 
\VESLEY BuRPORD, Fowler 
CuRTIS BuRG \N, Hoisington 
GoRDON CAs.,D, Srockron 
K ,\RL CARSON, Scott City 
R1C1JARD CHtSM, Sharon Springs 
LENORA COATES, Plains 
B 1S1L CoLE, Lebanon 
\\'1LMA CoRZINE, Garfield 
LEROY CRoss, Sl'lvan Gro,·e 
CH ,\RLOTTE D ,v10s0N, Rush Center 
G,YLORD DAVIDSON, Belpre 
O,,LE DuNHAM, Natoma 
EowARD DuNKEL, Bunker Hill 
HoMER EvANS, Trousdale 
KEITH FAIL, Lierle Ri,·er 
ARNOLD F1NCH, Kinsley 
\ ' 1RGIE CAMP, Wallace 
C \SEY Coctt RAN, Ha .·•s 
OTIS DICKEY, Liberal 
PAuL DuNLAP, Woodsron 
MARGARET FLEAGLE, Garden Cir:r 
J ,NE FwoD, Hays 
FLoYn FoLEY, Norton 
LtLLIAN FoLGER, Cawker Cit;' 
M1LDRED FRANZ, Burdett 
EuNICE GAINES, McDonald 
AvERY GARD, Offerle 
FAYE GARTEN, Plains 
L,eL GILBERT, Plaim·ille 
OuvE GRANT, Scott Citl' 
HAROLD GRAVES, Lincoln 
SOPH MORES 
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SOPHOMORES 
JosEPIIINE OwENS, Ha~·s 
s-\",1 P.-\INTER, Heal; 
ALBERT.\ PAGE, Hays 
R,rn ARD P \RKER, Long Island 
MAURtCE PETERS, Pawnee Rock 
Lou,sE PETERSON, Lindsborg 
Huoo PPORTMILLER, Naroma 
LAWRENCE PFoRTMILLER, Natoma 
RuTH POLSON, Rozel 
LowELL PosTMA, Jennings 
ESTHER RAMSEY, Bucklin 
H.,ROLD RAND \LL, Jennings 
CARMEN RErNH ,,RDT, Hoisington 
BROOKS R1cKARD, Medicine Lodge 
HER\IAN RottRS, Oakley 
Rex ScHWEIN, Ulysses 
FRANCES SCRANTON, LaCrosse 
HERBERT SEYFRIT, Coldwater 
M-\RY SH \FFER, Everett, \\'ash. 
\V1LMA SttuLL, Grigsron 
\ '. ,N SH,w, Bloomingcon 
Lois S1M KINS, Protection 
CuPPoRo S1NCL\lR, Jetmore 
RuDDLPH SKUB ,L, Dresden 
L :\VERN SPREIER, Rozel 
DoROTHY STEHLEY, Phillipsburg 
IRVIN SuTLEY, Speed 
BuRTIS T,YLOR, Hill City 
GEORGE THo"PSON, Bucklin 
ARNOLD TRITT, Hays 
LEIL.\ jA\.tEs-T RULL, Kansas City, Mo . 
JE,\NNE UNoERwooo, Hoisington 
\
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EL\IA UNRUH, Pa\\·nee Rock 
DAvE VANGUNDY, Oshorne 
OR ., VIEux, Greensburg 
\\ ' 1tL1 .-\\r \\' \DE, Hoxie 
J ,cK \V \RD, Hays 
NED \\'HIT\IER, \\'ilson 
D .-\LE \\'EE-'rs, Lebanon 
Lou \ "ERNE \\' 1LLL\\.IS, Ellis 
SOPHOMORES 
BETTY BROWN, Ellis 
RunY EnisoN, Greensburg 
\ 'E RN ,, RuTH H \RRrs, Colb,· 
Osc-\R ~1ITCHELL, Montezuma 
CELESTE LowREY, Larned 
VERNON \ \ ' A ELDIN, Hoisington 
LLOYD \\' 1 LLISON, La \\Tence 
CLEORA \\ ' RIGHT, Cimarron 
ALBERT YALE, Grinnell 
FRESHMEN 
FLORENCE Boor1-1 , \\'ilmore 
DELLA BYRN, Lindsborg 
Ke,n CoLLIER , Smith Center 
\\ -1LBU R OEYouNG, Prairi e \ 'ie\, 
KEITH f..\RQUH \RSON, Solomon 
FLOYD GRUVER, Ha~·s 
ARLENE H .\RRISON, Narron 
ERNESTINE HuBB.\RD , \\' ilmore 
G.\YLE RirE, Lyons 
P .\ULINE R.osERTS, ,\lmen.1 
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FRESHMEN 
ADELAIDE ABELL, Oakley 
BEATRICE ALDER, Wilmore 
Avis ALEXANDER, Almena 
BETH ATKINS, Hays 
AGNES ATWELL, Utica 
FLOYD BALMAN, Rozel 
JoHN BARKLEY, Ransom 
HELENE BARRY, Hays 
KATHRYN BELLMAN, Hays 
EuzABETH BENTLEY, Shields 
ALMA BERNDT, Herndon 
lvAN BrnRER, Arwood 
R1cHARD BisttoP, Scott Cit1' 
SHERRILL BoucHER, Minneola 
LEONA BRA,, McAllaster 
MARY KATHRYN BRENEMEN, Goodland 
NEVA BROWN, Srockron 
RALPH BRO\VNLEE, Pretty Prairie 
BEULAH BnuNTZEL, Rozel 
LEw1s BuRFORD, Fo,der 
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KEITH BuRKE, Monument 
RuTH MARIE BuTLER, Ha _,·s 
J,sPER CARDONA, Kanopolis 
CLARK CARLILE, Jetmore 
DL1N C.1RR, Larned 
HELEN CHlLDERs, Cawker City 
InA ELEANOR CHITTENDEN, Hays 
FLORA LEE CoCHRAN, Hays 
MARGARET CoLE, Waldo 
DoRIS CoNovER, Alron 
RuTH Cox, Havs 
RusSELL DANIE.Ls, Ha vs 
JoHN DAvmsoN, Rush Center 
BYRON DAv1s, Bogue 
ELBERT OE FoREST, Havs 
ARTHUR DELONG, Her~don 
FLORENCE E1KELBERGER, Score Cifl' 
ERMA ELLIS, Lyons · 
BYRON EwER, Dresden 
Z ELMA JANE FELTEN, Ha vs 
ADAH FICKEN, Bison 
PAULINE FLEMING, Plainville 
LELAND FLORA, Quinter 
LomsE Foos, Pawnee Rock 
BLANCHE GARLOW, Havs 
JAMES G1cK , Pl ainv ille . 
RuBY G1LPIN, Codell 
JEAN GLENN, Hays 
EsTHER GoLTL, McDonald 
ESTHER GooDEN, Garfield 
NAOMI GRIFFITH, Oberlin 
\ ' 10LETTE GRoSSARDT , Claflin 
THO'IA, GRUVER, Manning 
ALLEN GuEST, Seward, ,',laska 
H ARRY H ARMS, Timken 
.JottN H ARRELL, Parad ise 
LI LLIAN H ARVEY, Belpre 
MABEL HE ATON, Garheld 
MARGARET HEROLD, Colbv 
lsABBL HEROLD, Colbv · 
M AXINE HI GLEY, At,~ood 
Luc1LLE Hoctt, H ars 
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FRESHMEN 
MARION HOLZMEISTER, Havs 
MARGIE HOLLAND, Liberal 
WAYNE HowELL , Osborne 
HARRISON HoNDRRI CK, La Crosse 
MARY HoRACEK, Rush Center 
PAULINE HuxMAN, Satanta 
lzELLA JACKSON, Bayard , Nebr. 
KATHERINE JENNISON, Healy 
CECIL JottNSON, Utica 
EvELYN joNES, Plainville 
CouRTNEY KEARNS, Havs 
\\' ALTER KEATING, Lincoln 
PAULINE KELLY, Phillipsburg 
JAMES KING, Cullison 
JottN K1NG, Cullison 
MINNIE KIRK, Bucklin 
FRESHMEN 
Roi \,n 1-.. ,111.1 R, Hl)hrooJ 
(1\\'L!'.DOJ l "-.; L,s1., Phillirshurg 
Lon11 L1NLB\LT(,H, l,;1rncd 
Ern LI Liss, Lincoln 
LOL'JSL Lou.:1 R, 1'll1s 
f\-1 ,1n -\r-.·Nt Loci,.:1 H, Lilts 
Ro111 RT \1 ,uo1,1, :\lmcna 
C,,T11rH1,·1 i\1,si I RS, 1--Ll\ s 
,loY Ml K11, Sal111a 
Auu /\1lKJNLF-.Y, Mulltn,illc 
H·\711 ,-\sr,,.; /\kKtN!'.'1-Y, \"c::src::r 
l:.\1,1, i\1d,:1ss1u.:, /\1rnncola 
l\1,\l I\k\.,Y, Srtrl1ng 
ERN1::.S1 I!'\i L Mr LI.OR, >.lnH:::na 
DoROTHY .)L:\N J\11LLLR, Ha,s 
L-,,,.RL!'\.'Lt:. I\11LU.R, Qu1nttr 
\\ .\Y'.\:l \1tLLLR, Lihtr,ll 
H \RRY OuH R, Chanurt 
P.\L"L Nou., (,r.1111/iclJ 
M ,x1NL Pm.i Y, L1rneJ 
/\1 :\R(i:\RLT P ,x 10N, Grecnshurg 
lo!'., Pn,TT, Ha,s 
LoL'ISJ PRtLL, (.;recnshurg 
(HARLES R.110-,01:-.s, Ha, s' 
M11DRl::.D R1u, LirncJ 
\\ 11 ,1, R1c11 ,Ros, Sharon Springs 
0LDR8YD R 111;., L, ons 
C,HL R0<,<,, Bunker Hill 
Co\RL Ro11wLR, Li ncoln 
LAwR E N U i R ol\111 SER, GL1sco 
M.o\RGARLr R L1:.D, H,ns 
L1::.RoY SconY, Atwood 
HLLL, (, ,11 Sc \\10,, Bird CH\ 
GoRoo, SL,r,.10N, Natoma 
Hu.LN S11 ,,v, Srock.con 
CL .. ,Y roN S 11 ED I VETZ, To,, ner, Co lo. 
N rnYNe S11, ROLK, Sr. .J ohn 
Ros.,NN\ S1,\\11N(,LR, AcwooJ 
NoR,1.-, S1M0Ns, Srockron 
NoRl\1, Sr,.1EDLEY, K ensington 
Gcn.,1.0 Sl\ 11n 1, H a, s 
LESLI 1:. S\1 !T H , Ki ns!e\ 
Auu:. S0Lo,10N, Han, 
How \ R D Sn:11w 1EN, CLtfl in 
C.,nL Sro , 1 t n, Re:xforJ 
RozELL,, ST RI CKtm, Russe ll 
Fn .. ,N i..:. Sv,Tos, P.1,,·nec: Roc k 
Fonn1::.sr T .-\YLOR, Hi ll Cin 
GwENDOLENE ToL.,ND, Sr. John 
RuTH TwENTER, Hays 
D \LE UNDERwooo, Hoisington 
DE-\N UNRUH, Pa\\ nee Rock 
RuTH \\'.\JT, Protection 
BETTI \ \ 1 .,RD, HaYs 
HELEN \VELLS, Hays 
I RIS \1'11nTEN, Phillipsburg 
.\I1LDRED \\ JEST, Hay·s 
LoL.\ \\'1NKLER, Rozel 
lDA lvhe \\'1RuTH, Cuba 
RuTH \\'!Se, Dighron 
EvELY~ \\ OERNE~, \\~akeene\ 
\ .. rnG1~1, \\ \LTON, Havs 
LY\l,\'\,T \rooSTER, Ha\"S 
FERN \\'RIGHT, Simpson 
F RESHMEN 
P \L'L \\ YL\~D. Kin, in 
ELv \ \\-YLEY, l--::1n, in 
JUNE NEWTON, Lc:\\lS 
DoROTHY SKINNER, i\lcCracken 
:\l1LDRED Y \TES, :-..L.rnning 
I'-EZ YE.,GER, ~aroma 
BO"-'"-'IE Z1,1,1i::R,u,·, Ha,·s 
E, ELY,C z,,,,,zER, Hillside, N J. 
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fORT HAYS TIGERS UPSET 
K-STATE ELEVEN, 3 TO O 
.. 
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Calffornia 10 St. Mary's 0 
ington 13, Santa Clara 6 
Princeton 7, Pennsylvania 6 
otre Dame 14, Carnegie Teth 3 
Fort Hays 3, Kansas Aggies 0 
* * 
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GRIDSTERS IN SECOND 
Again the Central Intercollegiate Con-
ference football championship has been 
brought to Fort Hays by a hard working, 
hard driving grid machine. This year the 
supervisor was "Jim" Yeager who replaced 
Jack Riley when Jack accepted a coaching 
job at Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Assistant 
coaches this year were .. Bill" Bearley, a 
graduate of Fort Hays who has returned to 
his alma mater, and "Busch" Gross. 
The championship this year was shared 
by three schools, Fort Havs, Pittsburg, and 
Wichita. Each team won three games and 
lost one. 
Playing on the new gridiron in front of 
the old Golden Belt Fair grandstand, Fort 
Hays opened its 1935 season, indicating its 
vast power, by crushing a champion Augustana 
eleven from South Dakota, 34 to 6. This con-
test was meant to test the power of the Bengal 
eleven, but that power was never extended, 
and spectators left the game wondering just 
how much strength had been held in reserve. 
The next engagement was also meant to 
be a test for the Tigers, but this time they 
clawed the Chadron Teachers, of Nebraska, 
into a 26 to O defeat. Once more the Tigers 
were untested as to their real ability. 
Then came what mav be termed the climax 
of the season. Fort Hays traveled to Man-
hattan, and with Bill Reissig booting a place-
ment kick in the third period, hung a 3 to O 
defeat on Kansas State, the Big Six Champions. 
This victory was acclaimed by many to be 
the biggest upset in the Missouri Valley that 
Saturday. 
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After these three straight victories, the 
tide turned against the Tigers. They were 
ridden by an "every-other-game" jinx that 
worked with alarming regularity. And the 
Tigers were always defeated when playing on 
a muddy or slick field. Playing on a muddy 
field, Fort Hays lost to Emporia Teachers 3 
to 0. However, due to the ineligibility of one 
of their players, Emporia was required to 
forfeit the victory to Fort Hays, 1 tO 0. 
Again Fort Hays rose to the heights, and 
the next week trampled a good Wichita team 
34 to 6. Larry Mullins, coach of St. Benedicts, 
said of the Tigers in that game, "Fort Hays 
is one of the best small college teams in the 
country.·· But Fort Hays, on the next Satur-
day, again playing on a muddy field, mired 
into an 18 tO O defeat at the hands of St. 
Benedicts. 
Resuming conference play, Fort Hays 
defeated the Southwestern Moundbuilders 20 
ro 0. And then, for the third straight time 
when playing on a slick field, Fort Hays was 
defeated, this time by Pittsburg, 21 to 0. 
Having finished its conference schedule 
with a record of three wins and one loss, 
Fort Hays finished out its season by defeating 
Washburn, a representative of the Missouri 
Valley Conference, 21 to 6, and then romped 
on the Oklahoma Baptists in a Turkey Day 
game, 42 to 0. 
A summary of the 1935 season shows that 
Fort Hays won 8 and lost 2 games, rolling up 
172 points against 57 points for the opponents. 
And now tO introduce the 1935 Central 
Conference co-champions: 
CONFERENCE VICTORY 
Sylvester Palmer, co-captain, a senior, and 
for four years an important member of the 
Fort Hays backfield, is considered one of the 
best "spin-backs" in the scare. His playing 
earned him a berth on the mythical all-scare 
and all-conference elevens. 
Dennis McKee, co-captain, a senior, and 
a four-year man, is a rather small guard 
whose fight and drive have placed him on a 
· 'li ttle all-American·' team, the all-conference 
ream, and the second all-state team . 
Ed Bender, a senior, played tackle for four 
years in such a smashing manner that it 
earned him an honorable mention on a "li ttle 
all-American," and a place on the second all-
conference team . 
George Gruver, senior end, and for the 
second straight year a member of rhe second 
all-conference team, is a dashing type of 
player, strong at spilling interference. 
Shim Dreiling, co-captain, a senior and 
for four years an important scone in the front 
wall , is a fast guard, good at leading inter-
ference. His play merited him a place on the 
second all-conference team. 
Ralph Huffman, junior center, by his con-
sistent playing won a second all-conference 
rating . H e played defensive fullback 
ex cell en cl y. 
Alvin Staab, sophomore halfback and 
possessor of cwo letters, gained a berth on 
the second all-conference team in spice of 
being ou t of several games because of an 
injury . 
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Bill Reissig, a fullback who was shifted 
to end, and whose educated toe added several 
points to the Fore Hays column, was respon-
sible for two Fort Hays victories. 
Eugene Niewald, a junior and a powerful, 
hard-hitting halfback, has earned three letters. 
Herb Bender, a sophomore and a power-
house at fullback, through his off-cackle 
smashes and drives into the line led the con-
ference in scoring. 
Rudolph Skubal, a sophomore and smash-
ing cackle, has earned two letters. 
Chester Mitchell is another big, rugged 
cackle who in his first year has demonstrated 
his worth co the team. 
Woodv Reinhold, a senior, was for four 
vears an dnd. Wade Zeigler, a senior, was for 
two years a guard. Ellis Reinhardt, senior 
end, earned two letters. 
Ocher lettermen on the squad are: Eugene 
Allen, back; Charles Burgess, back; Harold 
Darnell , back; Keith Elder, back; Tom 
Mosier, end; George Neelly, end; Dale 
Neelly, guard; Ward Riegel, fleet-footed 
freshman back; Harold Rocrock, center; 
Harold Randall, cackle;James Rawson, back; 
Dale Shellhaas, cackle; Paul Stenger, back; 
Howard Scehwein, center; Dale Underwood, 
back; Nicholas Smith, guard 
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REINHOLD 
UNDERWOOD 
G. NEELY 
STEHWEIN 
E. BENDER 
ROTROCK 
RANDALL 
D. NEELY 
RIEGEL 
DARNELL 
A. STAAB 
REISSIG 
NIEWALD 
DREILING 
GRUVER 
PALMER 
H. BENDER 
ELDER 
MOSIER 
ALLEN 
McKEE 
SKUBAL 
ZEIGLER 
HUFFMAN 
STENGER 
RAWSON 
REINHARDT 
SHELLHAAS 
SMITH 
BURGESS 
MITCHELL 
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SECOND PLACE HONOR 
Five lett ermen, captain-elec t Herman 
Schwartzkopf, Richard Staab, Arthm Leas, 
Rufus Jamison, and Ray Thurlow answered 
the call for the 1936 basketball season. These 
were accompanied by three members of last 
year's '·B" squad and several members of lase 
year's second squad, forecasting what appeared 
to be a very promising season. 
PAUL "BUSCH GROSS 
Coach 
The season was opened on the home court 
by winning from Friends 33 to 11. Ano ther 
non-conference victory over Bechel, 33 co 23, 
followed. 
Opening cbe conference season on cbe 
home court, Fort Hays turned back Emporia 
cw ice, 44 to 32, and 35 to 20, in rather poor! y 
played games, but games which showed the 
potential power of che Fore Hays quintet. 
To keep in condition during the holidays, 
Fore Hays engaged McPherson in a non-
conference game and was victorious, 37 to 22. 
Fort Hays retained the conference lead 
and became championship favorites wben 
they turned back the strong South western 
crew twice 33 co 28, and 30 to 28. 
The Tigers in a trip to Wichita, suffered 
a relapse in playing form, losing both games 
hy the scores of 36 to 38, and 41 to 44. Boch 
times they lost the lead in the last few 
minutes of play. 
Again playing out of the conference, Fore 
Hays, on its home court, defeated the Haskell 
Indians 31 to 18. 
Once more the Tigers had a winning streak 
111 conference play. They turned back Pitts-
burg here, in the first game 36 to 27, and in 
the second game, 41 to 19. Then they traveled 
to Emporia to win twice, 33 co 28, and 35 to 
28. This increased Fort Havs' conference 
standing to 8 wins and 2 losse;, 
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HERMAN JAMISON NEELY 
LEAS SCHWARTZKOPF MITCHELL 
TO COURT QUINTET 
Resting in first place, the Tigers turned 
aside from conference play co defeat the 
Sc. Benediccs quintet, 43 co 29. 
A disastrous road trip co Southwestern 
dropped Fore Hays from first co second place 
and ad\·anced cbeWinfield quintecfromsecond 
to first place, when chev defeated che Tigers 
twice, 27 to 29, and 24 rn 36. 
Needing co win the lase four games in 
order co win the conference championship, 
BAKER R. STAAB MOTLEY 
McGRATH HINKLE A. STAAB 
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HERMAN SCHWARTZKOPF 
C,'lpt-1111 
Fore Havs whipped Wichit.t twice, 39 to 31, 
and 34 co 30, but went down to a clouhle 
defeat on tbe Pittsburg trip 28 co 32, and 45 
co 30, thus dropping to second place and 
allowing Southwestern rn seep into undis-
puted first place. 
Second place 1s the highest pJs1cion the 
Tigers have ever been able co attain in the 
conference rankings. This \'ear 1s the seurnd 
rime Fore Hays has accainecl clue position. 
Fort Hays throughout the season pLtYed 
a high brand of ball and rewarded the large 
crowds chat rnrned out to see cbem, with 
spectacular pLn 111g. Throughout the season 
the Tigers r,rng up 723 plllntS to their oppo-
nents 588 points, an a\erage of 34 points to 
27 points per game. 
All-conference honors went to Rich,ird 
Staab, center, who was \'Oted all-conference 
cemer ,rnd captain, and Herman Schwartzkopf 
who earned ;t guard position on the all-
conference team. Herbert Baker and Chester 
M1cchell received honor.tble mention m che 
al I-conference ratings. 
This year ele\ en men were lettered. The\ 
are: Herman Schwartzkopf, c.tpcain and 
guard; Richard Staab, center; Arch ur Leas, 
forward, Herbert Baker, forward; Chester 
Mitchell, guard; Ra\ ph Hinkle, forward; 
Arnold McGrath, forward; Rufus Jamison, 
center; Ray Thurlow, guard; Alvin Scaah, 
guard; Dale Neellv, forward. Only one man, 
Schwartzkorf, will be lost by graduation 
th is vear. This fact indicates another sucess-
ful season for next yea1·. 
fet1so11 · .1 Recor) 
11 
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INTRA-MURALS 
Intra-mural sports now play an important 
part at Fort Hays for boys who don't care to 
cry our for inter-collegiate sports but who 
like co participate rn sports throughout the 
year. 
Under the supervision of the student 
director, "Gub" McDonald, intra-murals in-
clude speedball, horseshoe, volley ball, base-
ball, basketball, and tennis. As the Reveille 
Fort Havs 
Fort Havs 
Fnrt Hays 
Fort Havs 
Fort Havs 
Fort Havs 
Fort Hays 
Fort Havs 
Fort Hays 
Fort Hays 
Fort Havs 
Fort Hays 
Fmt Havs 
Fort Havs 
Fmt Havs 
Fort Han 
Fort Hdn 
Fort Han 
Fort Havs 
33 Friends 
13 Bethel 
44 Emp:>rid 
35 Emporia 
37 McPherson 
)) Southwestern. 
30 Sou th western. 
36 Wichita. 
32 goes co press, only two divisions have been 
20 completed, namelv speedball and basketball. 
22 Each of these was won bv the Spanish Ath-
28 lecic Club, a group of barrack boys. 
Total 
Southwestern 
Fort Havs 
W1ch1ta. 
P1 ttshurg 
Emporia 
4] Wichita. 
31 Haskell 
36 Pi ttshurg 
41 Pittsburg .. 
43 Sc. Henediccs . 
27 Southwestern. 
24 Southwestern. 
39 Wichita. 
34 Wichita. 
28 Pi ttshurg 
30 Pittsburg 
1,011/ermce St.111Jm.~ 
[¥011 
12 
10 
8 
7 
3 
28 
38 
44 
18 
27 
19 
29 
29 
36 
31 
30 
32 
45 
58S 
Lo rt 
4 
6 
s 
9 
13 
* 
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Th is year there are reams of five organ iza-
cions and three independent reams entered in 
the competition. The fraternities are Phi Mu 
Alpha, Phi Sigma Epsilon, Kappa Bera TaLt 
and Sigma Tau Gamma. The non-fraternal or-
ganizations are the Y.M.C.A., and three inde-
pendent tL"-ms, which are the Spanish Ath-
letic Club, Willison's Ramblers and Opdycke's 
ream. 
Although at chis writing it is unknown 
how manv baseball teams will enter or how 
many tennis players there will be ic is believed 
that there will be at least eight baseball teams 
and at lease a hundred singles pl avers in tennis. 
Tennis has become more popular the last two 
vears because of the reconditioned courts and 
there is now a large percentage of the student 
body interested and playing tennis. 
To make ,vinning more desirable in intra-
mural sports, a record of points are kept dur-
ing the :·ear and the ream with the most 
points at the end of the season's play is 
awarded an intra-mural cup. 
C \ 
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TRACK 
* 
Track at Fort Hays this year should have 
the most successful season it has ever had 
with twelve lettermen back in school and 
many promising freshmen reporting to fill out 
a well rounded squad. Under the tutelage of 
Jim Yeager, track has become more promising 
each year and now that Jim is leaving next 
year it is fitting that he leave with the 
memories of a winning track squad. 
Letterme(ll reporting for practice are: 
Floyd Stephens, captain and broad jumper; 
Alvin Staab, dashman and javelin (Staab 
placed first in the conference meet last year); 
Eugene Holm, dashes ; Lawrence Pfortmiller, 
weights; Colvin Kindschi, javelin; Norval 
Curry, pole vault and high jump; Wesley 
Burford, broad jump and high jump; Burtis 
Taylor , hurdles; Floyd Foley, hurdles; Vernal 
Duncan, distance man ; Johnnie Michael , dis-
tance man; William Mog, distance man. 
This year's schedule includes a dual meet 
with Kansas State, last year' s indoor Big Six 
champions, May 2; a dual meet with Kearney 
State Teachers of Nebraska, April 16; a dual 
meet with Hastings of Nebraska, April 24; 
the Hastings Relays, April 11; a triangular 
meet with Wichita and Southwestern, May 8; 
and the conference meet at Wichita, May 14 
and 15. 
A feature attraction each spring is the 
running of the Western Kansas Relays in 
which several hundred high school tracksters 
of Western Kansas compete. Each year several 
records have been broken since its beginning 
several years ago. 
* 
"K II CLUB 
The· 'K · Club is an organizaoon of I oung men II ho wish co promoce che spiric of good fello11·ship among achleres 
~-rnd ro foster rhe spread of arhleric acriYir: on the campus. Sporrsmanship is rhe main criterion of this club. 
To become a member of chis organiz,1tion of athletes :·ou must ha\·e earned a "K" letter in any sports acti\·iry. 
To he eligihle for a "K" ltrrer one muse ha,·e passing grades in cwel,·e homs of ma1or sub1eccs. 
The records made b) all che achleric reams chis ,·ear hne heen fnorable co rhe "K" Club as well as co che college. 
The foorball ream made a remarkable record during che season. The men who are co receive cheir firsr "K" lener for 
foocball are Dale Neelh, George Neelh·, Tom Mosier, Ward Riegel, Paul Srenger, Keich Elder, Chester Mitchell, 
James Ra1l'son and Harold Darnell. 
The basketball team also made an nceptionalh good record. T,rn plHers, Richard Staab and Herman Schwarrz-
kopf, 11-ere chosen for the all-conference ream. Rich,rd Staab 11·as als~ chosen as all-state fon,ard. Herb Baker and 
Chester Mitchell each recei,·ed honorable mention raring for the season 1ust closed. Those who are co recei,e a "K" 
letter for baskecball are Herb Baker, Chester /\[itchel I, Ra! ph Hinkle, Ra_, Thurlo11, Dale Neelh· and .'\rnold McGrath. 
The track captain last :·ear" as Herman Sch \,·arrzkopf. His ream made one of the most outstanding records eYer 
made b, a _Tiger crack team The track captain for this season is Flo,·d Srephens. He also has a ,·er) promising team. 
-\n aurhonn on track said char the chances tor this \·ear's rrack ce_rn1 are Just as good or even better than those of 
la~t \ear's team. 
The officers of rhe "K" Cluh are· 
President -
\. ice-president 
S..:Lreran and Treas-...1rtr -
"K" MEMBERS: 
DEr,;sis McKEE 
EcGE:-.:E NIEW \LD 
Eo BE~'DER 
HERB BENDER 
\\.:\RD RIEGEL 
KEITH ELDER 
BILL REISSIG 
:\L\'JN STAAB 
Ruoor.PH SKu!3.\L 
HOWARD STEHWIES' 
HAROLD R-\~D-\LL 
RALPH HuFF,L\N 
H.\ROLD ROTRUCK 
GE:JR~;E GRUVER 
D \LE SHELHA.-\S 
To,1 0-1J;1ER 
J.-\'1ES R\WSO>J" 
C1L\RLES BuRGE;5 
\\'_-\DE ZEIGLER 
DALE UNDERWOJD 
ELLIS REINHARDT 
CHESTER MITCHELL 
NicttOL\S S,uTH 
PAUL STENGER 
FRANK DREILJNG 
SYLVESTER PAL\1ER 
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RICHARD ST.-\ \B 
HER'1AN ScHWARTZKOPF 
RAY THURLOW 
RALPH HINKLE 
Ru Pus J A/\IISON 
HERB B.\KER 
;\RTHUR LEAS 
:\RNOLD McGRATH 
HENRY LiPPENDAH L 
FLOYD STEPHENS 
L. ... ,,'RENCE ProRT'IILLER 
\\'1LLIA\1 i'vloo 
FLOYD FOLEY 
BURTIS T.-\YLOR 
- DENNIS J\1LKEE 
Eo BENDER 
EuGENE NIEw \LO 
CL\RENCE KAHLER 
JoHN M,rn,EL 
JOE Z-\\1RZLA 
CoLVJN KrNDSCHI 
.'\ RT HUR AUSTIN 
\\' ESLEY BURFORD 
EuoENE Hou,1 
FLORIAN HOLM 
NoRVAL CuRRY 
\'eR~AL DuNC.-\N 
RENNIE ZEIGLER 
\VARD SHULL 
\Vo::::>DY REINHOLD 
PI EPSIL O N PI 
Pi Epsilon Pi, better known tO the students as the Pep Club, is an organization of :oung people whose purpose 
is ro promote the spirit and boosting of all athletic events. Ir h,s heen an import.int facror in the successes which Fort 
Hays football, basketball and track reams hHe achin·ed. The oflicers for the year are 
President -
Vice-president 
Secretary-treasurer 
J,NE Fcooo 
CL \RENCE K .\HLER 
JOH'\l \\'1LLCOXON 
Cheerleaders, elected by the student bodv in the fall, are Bill \\'olfson, 1'.eirh Sebelius and !,·an Birrer. The 
men assist at all games and pep meetings. 
Members of Pi Epsilon Pi are: 
JANE hooo 
CLARENCE KAHLER 
JOHN \V1LLCOXON 
FRITZ TOLAND 
GER t\ LD 0PDYCKE 
BROOKS RICKARD 
ELMER RUDOLPH 
LLOYD \V ILLISON 
ROLAND KAHLER 
SYBLE FINCHER 
\' EL\t A DA UNER 
BETTY BROWN 
CHARLOTTE D .. , V!DSON 
KEITH SEBELIUS 
TILLIE y DUNG 
ISABEL BARKER 
FLORA Lee CocttR \N 
ESTHER GoLTL 
MILDRED MURRAY 
NAOMI GRIFFITH 
Luc1LLE Hoctt 
EVELYN ZINSZER 
MILDRED \V1EST 
Io ., M ., e \V1RUTH 
BETH ATKINS 
NELL.\ MAE J\1.\RSH .\LL 
ELAINE BITTER 
RuTH PoLSoN 
Jo OweNs 
L.,VINA Row 
HELENE BARRY 
KATHRYN Boo~tER 
\' ERA SPRING FELDT 
Leo LA Gusr AFSON 
[ZELLA JACKSON 
JoY S>1nH 
DoRoT11 Y STEH LEY 
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ERM\ LOWREY 
M \RTHA BLEW LINE 
Joy McKrn 
VIOLETTE GROSSARDT 
CELESTE LOWREY 
LOUISE PETERSON 
GwENDOLENE TOL.\ND 
FLORENCE ~lcRoee 
RuTH FRISBIE 
ALM:\ K LI ENT 
M1NTIE MEREDITH 
GwENDOLENE D1,1,11TT 
ANN.\ Lou GALLOWAY 
\VESLEY BURFORD 
ELSIE M .. \E KEAST 
EsT11£R Gooo1N 
1R£NR BE .\N 
ANITA HA \G 
ERNESTINE MELLOR 
WO MEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The \Vorr1en's Athlc(iL Association is the organizarinn for rromorion of interest in \\Omen's srons Points are 
gi\'tn for rarricirarion in ream sr"rrs, hocke,·, haske,hall anJ srcc<lhall,intheindi\'i<lualsrorrs,s\\imm,ng,hiking, 
archer\, tennis and skating, an<l dancing. High awarJs of the org,1nizarion are the "K" letters and S\\tarers. Clara 
Nicholas, Helen Frances Bice and Nora Ki ng ha Ye S\\tarers 
One of the oursran<ling annual c1enrs is the Pia, Da1 for high school girls The program this ,ear 11as rhe 01, mrics, 
helJ at the coliseum on Ma_, 9 Comretirion ,,as among 01, mr1c reams rather than her,,een schools 
'. great deal of interest has hcen t\ldtnced in the intra mural rrograrn \ olle1 hall, haskethall, h" rin hasehall, 
rcnrns, and tcnni9uoi r are rhe srorrs rla,ed The inderen<len, ,earn, · Mcre<l"h ·s Team, .. carraineJ h, Mrnrie Mere<lith, 
11LJn first place in haskethall The 1LJlle1 hall rournament cup 11as \\On h, the Thera Sigma Upsilon ream 
Ruch Schiller is the organization's president anJ Helen Fr...ini...ts Bice i\ the intra-mural head Tht hoard com,isrs 
of Celeste Lo,sre,, Ruth Cross, Helena O'Loughlin, Clara Nicholas and .'\n1ra Haag 
* 
ORCHESIS 
Orchesis is a dancing cluh comroseJ of girls 11ho ha,·e ~ual1'1cd for membership rhrough the 111rcrrret11e danc ing 
cl.lsS The mtmhers sruJ\ aJ\·anct<l techniques anJ learn grour <lances This fall there \\·as a urnr on haller, including 
roe rechniqut 
Orchesis coort:r,trt~ t n rucrlng on performances for ,·anous occ1s1011s. During rhe Stare TeaL11ers V\eering in 
No,emher, OrchestS gFe a Jemonsrrat1on of folk material usahlc 111 h igh school. Ar a Per Assemhl, on Februan 28, 
the cluh ga1e some tar numbers anJ a srecialn tiger dance Helen Frances Bice as the rerr1 cheer leader and Nora 
King _and Clara Nicholas as the 17l a_\·ful tigers \\·ere rarr icularh ,,ell receiYed The numhers ,,ere rerc.:ared at the 
Wichl(a baskerhall game that nening. 
Ar the Hi gh School Plav Da1 on Ma v 9 the Orchesis enterra ind the guests at the end of the da1 wirh a rrogram 
of dances dericring \'arious 01, rnr ic games. 
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DUCK CLUB 
Duck Cl ub is a student swimm ing organ inc ion of girls profic ient enough co pass the membership test. After 
passing the prel iminary test one is entitled co become a ""Duckl ing"; passing the second and more difficult test qualifies 
one co beco me a ful l-pled ged '" D uc k "" and so co wear a white and vellow Duck emblem on the s"imming suit. Tests 
are gi ven from ri me co time co qualify new members. 
This club a lways h as charge of the swim ming e,encs and \\ater games of the high school pla, d,11. This rear 
Ruch Cross and Celes te Lowrey headed che committee for water acri vi ties. The annual spring water carni Yal \\ .1.s 
presented two success ive even ings. 
* 
LIFE SAVING 
Life Saving rests are g i ,·en once during each school ,·ear tn an American Red Cross reprcsencaci,e sent ouc from 
headq uarters at Sr. Lou is. Mr. Ralph L Carr , isited Fort Han this year on Februan· 17rh, !Srh, and 19th, gi,ing 
ins tru ctio n and tes ts for Life Sa, ing the first cwo clan and speak ing co the student bod,· at assemblv on the third. As 
a resu lt of the rests, Nora King, Clara Nicholas, and Ruch Sch i!ler were reappointed as examiners, Celeste LO\vre,·, 
Alberta Page and Pa t ric ia Shaffer, formerly senior life sa,-ers, recei,·ed appointments .ts examiners. Ocher life sayers in 
college chis year ,vere Erma Lowrey, a sen ior, and Rena Reed 1 an examiner Clara Nicholas, Rena Reed ,1nJ Pacrici,1 
Sha ffe r have acted as l i fe guards for the recreation swimming perioJ for women chis \'ear 
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* * * 
ORGANIZATIONS 
An all school party ... Shall we go in? 
. . . How did this picture get in? . . . 
Poor freshie, no cap ... Stop cheating, 
Georgie ... The Manhattan victory 
crowd at the show ... What is this, a 
game? ... On their way out west, to 
Science ... The Y.M.-Y.W. carnival 
. . . Looking down from the Coliseum 
. . . Those playful Kappa Phis . . . 
Counting Reveille Queen votes ... A 
clean-up gang ... THE employment 
office . . . Outward Bound, only Mac 
didn't go ... $19.50 please ... Every-
body hapi 1? ... Find the hidden faces 
... Phi Mus and Sigma Taus playing 
football. Editor's note: Picture taken 
before the boys got mad at each other. 
They don't play together now. 
* 
Top Row. RANKIN, DICKEY, LEE, DALTON, GRUVER, ALLEN, CARLILE. 
Bottom Row McCANDLESS, NICHOLAS, WAELDIN, PARK, LEAS, NIEWALD, SCHWARTZKOPF, BALMAN. 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
A Student Council was first organized at Fort Hays Kansas State College in the spring of 1911, and since chat time 
such an organization, with Dean F. B. Lee as sponsor, has continued to function as the supreme student governmental 
bodv, cooperating with the facult)' and administration. 
The membership of the Council is determined in the spring elections, and that of last spring was as colorful as 
ever, with rhe handbills and more or less private electioneering. Those elected were: Walter Park, Alan Rankin, and 
George Gruver at large; Clara Nicholas and Herman Schwartzkopf from the senior class; Bovd McCandless and 
Henry Baker from the junior class; and Burtis Taylor and Arthur Leas from the sophomore class. 
The fall election completed the membership, adding Maurice \Vaeldin tram the senior class, Eugene Niewald from 
the junior class, Otis Dickey from the sophomore class, and Floyd Balman, Clark Carlile, and Harold Allen from the 
freshman class. Lacer in the vear, ho"ever, the following people were also elected co fill vacancies occurring during 
the year: Norval Currv, elected at large; Clarence Kahler from the senior class, and Chester Mitchell from the 
junior class. 
Among the Council ·s duties is that of sponsoring holidays such as that celebrating Fort Hays' 3-0 victory over 
the Aggies. The rrogram of the day included a pep rally in the morning, followed by a varsity; a picture show in the 
afternoon, and an e,·ening varsitv. The Council also sponsors such celebrations as char for Homecoming. 
Further duties include making of rooming house rules, sponsoring of school elections, regulations of social activi-
ties so that rhe1· maintain standards of the college, and helping provide for the students· enjoyment of college. In carry-
ing our this larrer duty, the Student Council this year made special efforts co organize on the campus a Students' Union 
Building. Another feature of this year's work was the sponsoring of a student vote as co amending rhe student consti-
tution so char a part of the activity fee is used for purchasing a "Reveille." 
Another day of celebrat ion sponsored by the Council is the annual Pike Day, with a program consisting of a picnic 
dinner, picture show, and varsity. 
Officers for the Student Council are: 
President-1st semester -
President-2nd semester 
Vice-rresidenr 
Sec rec a r ~· -treasurer 
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\VALTER PARK 
HERMAN ScHw .\RTZKOPF 
- BURTIS TAYLOR 
CLARA NrcttoL,s 
Top Row: GRUVER, WILLCOXON, TAYLOR, SCHWARTZKOPF, McCANDLESS, PARK. 
Bottom Row: NIEWALD, RANKIN , HRUZA, WAELDIN, DAVENPORT. 
SEVENTH CAVALRY 
The Se venth Ca v alr y is a ne w organization o n chi s ca m pus wh ich was scarred by the Student Council last year. 
le is a local honorary leadershi p frarernic y. The name was chosen i~ honoc of General Cuscer's Cavalry which was 
stationed at the old Fon in th e earl y da ys. 
Membership is based on demonstrated leadershi p, ability, secvice, character and scholarship. To be eligible for 
membership , the student must ha ve spent at least one year in t he college as a cegulacly enrolled student. The member-
ship at no rime can exceed 15 acti ve members . 
In the original organization , women students were accepted into membersh ip, but chis year it was decided co 
limit the membership to rhe men with che hopes that the women of the college would organize a similar group. Elec-
tion co membership must be by unanimous vote of the fra tern it y. 
Three honorar y members were elected and inici ated into membersh ip last spring. Thev were Kathryn O'Loughlin 
McCarth y, President C E. Rarick and Dean F. B. Lee. 
Present members of the organization are Walter Park , Maurice W aeldin, Herman Sch warczkopf, Alan Rankin and 
Boyd McCandless. 
Fi ve pledges were selected in the fall and will be initiaced d uring Commencemenc Week. They are Eugene Niewald, 
Buccis Ta ylor , John Willcoxon , George Gru ver and Ken neth Davenport. 
Officers for the year are: 
President 
Vice-president 
Secretar y-treasurer 
Facult y sponsor 
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ALAN RANKIN 
BoYo McCANDLESS 
WALTER PARK 
MRS. THELMA HRUZA 
A. ;embly Officer- GRUVER. SCHERER, UNDERWOOD, SCHWARTZKOPF. 
STUDENT ASSEMBLY 
There are a number of acti,·icies on our campus performing worth-wh il e serv ices which are brought co the attent ion 
of many students on!, 61 scudenc assemblies. T hese assembl ies are 1usc wha t rhev are called, scudenc assembl ies. T hey 
are ma~aged bv perS0°ns elected from the student bodv at large and the programs are drawn from scudent organizat ions. 
For the first semester of the year George GrU\·er was elected to the posit ion of Cha irman of the Student Assembly 
and James Wright held this office the second semescer. With the cooperation of the ocher assembl v officers, the fa, ulry 
committee, and 1·arious organizations such as the Debate Club, the Orchesis Club, che Men's and Women's Glee Club, 
the Band, and the Orchestra, some interesting assemblies were arranged. 
With the presentation of assembl 1· programs 61· 1·arious campus groups, an interest in the work of these groups 
has been aroused in the scudenr bod1·. More interest is taken in school and scudent affairs. Thus the student assemblv 
achic,·cs its purpose co enrercain and co inform. 
* 
"THE LITTLE THEATRE PRESENTS II 
Such a notice is sufficient to awaken the incerest of the ent ire scuJenr bod,·, for che Little T he1rre has establ ished 
an cnYiable repucacion. This year, under the direction of On,is Grour, it has ex randed its repertoire co such an extent 
that a wide \'ariccy of inrcrescing dramas ha ,·e been presenre<l co enthusiastic aud iences 
The Little Theatre has incerr,reced ics productions in such an understanding manner chat ir has instantly struck a 
responding chord in its audience. Nor onlv hHe the students of Fore Ha\"S been forcunare in see ing these product ions, 
hue also communicies 01er points extending from Tribune to Osborne and Grear Bend to Almena hHe had the ir chance 
co ,·iew such pla1·s as ··our"ard Bound," "Three CornereJ Moon," and "\\'hat T hey Think." Each presen tation has 
added to the Little Theatre's reputation of presenting entertaining plal'S Other plays presenteJ on che campus "You 
and I," "Cradle Song," "Dear Brucus," "The Enem1·," and ··sunset" hHe ablv upheld chis reputat ion 
Students prominent in Little Theatre productions arc 
Beccy Brown, Joe Barbo, Claude Summers, Maurice Swanson, Virginia Beason, .John Page, Arlene H arr ison, 
Gu\\"endola Johnson, Harrison Honderick, Karhrrn Fisher, .)01 Mc Kie, Joseph ine Sire, Charles Rhoades, Locc ie Line-
baugh, Co/1-in Kindschi, Leola Gustafson, James Williams, Lewis Pan kask ie, Derril/ Pratt, J ane Flood, Manha Blew 
Line, Anne Fankhauser, Brooks Rickard, Helen Wells, Karl Carson, Gayle Sto"er, Ma"·ella Schridde, Ida Eleanor 
Chmenden, Ruch McAdoo, Gwendolene Toland, Wilma Shull, Louise Pr ice, George Thompson, Catherine M asters, 
lzellaJackson, Ruch Baker Hines, Glenn Garren, Ila Fern Fellers, Louise Barnes, Pauline Fleming, S,·hle Fincher, June 
Gamet, Kenneth DHenport, Llo1·J Sidener, Flora Lee Coshran, Wava Wright, George Galloway, Helen Seamon, 
Marcus Hahn anJ George ."..Jams. 
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Y. W. C. A. 
"Unite all who desire to strengthen the spiritual, mental, and physical life, to promote growth in Christian 
character and fellowship, to train its members for Christian service, and to lead them to devote their li,·es to Jesus 
Christ in whatever field they believe they can best accomplish the most for the extension of the Kingdom of God." 
This purpose of the Young Women's Chr istian Association and the Young Men's Christian Association has been more 
nearly achieved ch is year than ever before with the teachings of Christ being more truly manifest upon this campus. 
The Y. \\'. under the sponsorship of M iss Maude Gorham, with its officers: Escher Lauderbaugh, president; Maxine 
Brumfield, vice-pres iden t ; Margaret Bartholomew, secretary; and Anne Fankhauser, treasurer, has gone forward 
making this a red letter year in the history of the organization. 
* 
Y. M. C. A. 
The Y. M. the first semester was led by George Gruver as president, the second semester Keith Sebelius was elected 
president; Richard Bracken, vice-president; Ned \Vhirmer, secretary; and Maurice \\7ilson, treasurer. Dr. \Vicsr and 
Dr. Barron have coor inued to faithfully serve as sponsors. Mr. Dalcon, a new member of the faculrv, is the active 
•ponsor and has become rhe omnipotent force in the Y. M. progress. Highlights in the vear's c,·ents were the Carnival 
Mixer, the Newcon Student Conference and Religious Weck, at which Dr. Templin, of Colbv, was the chief speaker. 
The membership of the Y. M. has increased rh is year from 34 co 76 voung men and the Y. W. has made a substantial gain. 
The organizations form a ,,oJunrary, self-determining, cohesin: fellowship on our campus and are committed, 
through study, prayer and vicarious living, co creating and maintaining the attitudes and ideals of Jesus in All the 
rel at ionsh ips of life. 
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FORT HAYS STATE COLLEGE 
ALAN RANKIN, EDITOR. GAYLE STOVER, MANAGER 
Standing, VAUGHN, McKIE, SCHERER, HEP'>RICKS, SCHRIDDE, WILLCOXON 
Seated FISHER, GARLOW, RANKIN, GALLOWAY, STOVER, JACOBS. 
1936 REVEILLE 
The Reveille is the annual publication of the Fore Hays Kansas Scace College. le is pub-
lished by che Junior class and presents a volume chat exemplifies the character of the student 
and reflects the atmosphere of the school as it is day by day. This is its 32nd ye;i.r, having 
been published consecutively, with che exception of one year during che World War, since 1903. 
The staff members are: 
ALAN RANKIN 
GAYLE STOVER -
Editor 
Business Manager 
ANNA Lou GALLOWAY - - Assistant Editor 
JottN WILLCOXON Assistant Business Manager 
JoE Moss - Art Editor 
KATHRYN FISHER ) 
MARVELLA ScHRIDDE { 
RITA JACOBS \ _ 
p AULINE SCHERER I 
- Feature Editors 
Organization Editors 
MAURICE VAUGHN Circulation Manager 
SHELBURNE HENDRICKS Ass't Circulation Mgr. 
ARNOLD McGRATH - Mm's Sports Editor 
RuTH GARLOW - Women"s Sports Editor 
GEORGE GALLOWAY - Photographer 
JAMES R . START Facul~y Advisor 
w ALTER w ALLERSTEDT Advisor 
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COLLEGE LEADER 
\8 STATE COLLEGE. HAYS, KA~SAS, T!H'RSDAY, N0VEM~R 7, l!l~ __ _ 
Test 'QUILL NAMES PLEDGES W. A. A. ~tr~murals . 'TIGERS 
·e Dec. 6 , __ Swmgmg Into Lme 
Te,-t:-t .r01 117 '~-ilT~~ f 1:~~Tl~~r'ifDGE Women's l,ntr:;:;ls "POfulo~<l _by 
he rrn.·d1cal thP Womt·n:;; At-hldtl' Ass0<"1atwn 
, ~ ~r~oll~-~ Thf'. Quill Ch~the ('.ollt<gt hal' ~~l~~~.~~t 5~0~~ 1;:~~:;i~~nf .. vr~~~~ J~~tt I 
Top Row CONRY. SAVAGE, KAHLER, WILLCOXON, PARK 
Bottom Row, KELLY, TOLAND, M cCANDLESS, SCHERER, JACOBS 
STATE COLLEGE LEADER 
The Leader is the weekly student newspaper edited through the journalism department. 
1c is a student publica tion the aim of which is to present a weeklv picture of the campus life. 
It is also a med ium by which the alumni mav keep in couch with the college. 
The Leader has been published for twenty-seven years, and has followed the growth of 
the school from the old Western Kansas Normal co the Fort Havs Kansas State College. It 
began as the " Wes tern Kansas Leader," was changed to the "K.S. T.C. Leader," and larer in 
1931, co the "Scace College Leader." 
Scaff members are: 
BoYD McCANDL ESS Editor 
W ALTER PARK B11si11ess M anager, 1st semester 
JOHN WILLCOXON Bus iuess Mmzager, 211d semester 
Rn A JACOBS Assistant Editor 
CLARENCE KAHLER Cirwlation Af,nu~er 
FLOYD CONRY l 
WARDSAVAGE . - SportsErlitors 
Joy McKrn Society Editor 
THELMA KELLY - Neu•s Editor 
GwENDOLENE TOLAND - A.l111mzi Fditor 
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Top Row MITCHEM, SEBELIUS, VOSS, START, SMITH, McCANDLESS, 
Middle Row CARLILE, DIMMITT, GARTEN, HARRIS, TAYLOR, PARK 
Bottom Row BISHOP, BURRIS, BIRRER, VINCENT, 
Top Row PARK, START, McCANDLESS, 
Bottom Row: TAYLOR, GARTEN, 
FORENSICS 
Debate' Comhine days of uneventful study, hours of 
speech-making and scrapping and years of practice, That's 
debare'! 
What thrills, "hat hopes, what th warred desires that 
one small word produces in the minds of those persons 
who have experienced the headaches and weariness of 
mind created by the pang of hHing their own statements 
slapped right back at them, 
Debate is sceadily growing in popularitv. At last those 
individuals whose ralenrs seem to lie in speech-making are 
being more com inced chat debate experience is one of the 
greatest assets of a public speaker. Debate gives one poise, 
self-concrol, abilicv co reason on one's feet, and, more than 
all these, rhe opportunity for making chose friendships 
that only the competition of a debate tournament affords, 
And thus we of chis vear's debate squad feel we have 
been so benefited, Our coach, Mr, Starr, has stated that 
he had more good material rhis 1·ear than ever before, and 
we hope chat as the years progress more and more students 
will fin<l their place in college forensics, 
This year the squad was composed of Walter Park, 
Gerald Smith, Richard Bishop, Wilbur De Young, Herbert 
Cole, John Willcoxon, Boyd McCandless, Clark Carlile, 
Omer Voss, ,>\llen Mitchem, Keith Sebelius, [van Birrer, 
Kenneth Davenport, Marguerite Taylor, Faye Garren, 
Fern Vincent, Verna Ruch Harris, Gwendolyn Dimmitt, 
Lenore Burris, and Virginia Beason, · 
At the Winfield Tournament, the second largest of its 
kind in the United States, Lenore Burris and Gwendolyn 
Dimmit paved the wav for the Fort Havs debaters by 
emerging from their five rounds with a perfect record; 
John Willcoxon and Boyd McCandless both won the 
right co enter the finals in extempore oratory from which 
Willcoxon recei,,ed fourth place; Faye Garren and Mar-
guerite Taylor won three of their five debates, Others 
making the tr ip included : \Valrer Park, Gerald Sm ith, 
Omer Voss, Clark Carlile, Keith Sebelius, [van Birrer, 
Fern Vir enc, and Verna Ruch Harris . 
At the Hutchinson Tournament in which twency-
se , en schools participated, Fort Havs ranked sixth in 
debate and, through the efforts of Marguerite Taylor and 
Virginia Beason, second in women ·s orator:'. Gwendolyn 
Dimmitt and Lenore Burris, Omer Voss and Clark Caride 
each won four of their six debates, 
At the national Pi Kappa Delta cournament held at 
Houston, Texas, Faye Garten and Marguerite Taylor 
with nvo years of experience, Clark Carlile, first year, 
and Omer Voss, first year, represented the local chapter, 
John Willcoxon was our participant in men's extempore 
speaking; Keith Sebelius and Virginia Beason were the 
respective entrants in men's and women's oratory. 
The Pi Kappa Delta debate question used by the 
colleges this vear was, "Resolved, that Congress should 
have the power, b~, a two-thirds majority vote, co over-
ride decisions of the Supreme Court declaring laws passed 
bv Congress unconstitutional," This question was both 
timelv and interesting, And as we weigh rhe cases pre-
sented on either side, we find the students deriving just 
as much fun in characterizing our Supreme Court judges 
as superhuman, infallible beings as in ridiculing our Con-
gressmen as the "best Congressmen that monev can buy," 
All in all we feel this debate season has been a most 
successful one. 
PI KAPPA DELTA 
Pi Kapra Delta is a far flung organization- 150 
chapters in 35 states aod Porto Rico, The officers of the 
local Nu Chapter for chis year have been Bo,·d McCandless, 
president; Faye Garren, \'ice-president; Marguerite Taylor 1 
secretary-treasurer; and \Val tcr Park, historian. 
Fort Hays Kansas State College was represented ar 
Winfield in the Pi Kappa Delta tournament in December 
bv twelve students who entered both debate and excem-
porary speaking, The college deserves to be proud of the 
degree of success attained in chis contest. 
The high school debare tournament, November 22-23, 
was sponsored by Pi Kappa Delta and included a dinner 
at Codv Commons for all debaters and coaches. 
Th~ climax of chis year's ..,vork comes in representing 
Fort Havs Kansas Seate College at the National Pi 
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Kappa Delea tournament at Housten, Texas, March 29 
to April 3, This is an honot that is coveted by 
everyone and a great many hours of work and practio: 
were spent in preparation for this evenL The number of 
contestants entered bv each school is limited co one ream 
or one en crane in each division. Those in women's debare 
were F.1ye Garten and Marguerite Taylor, Boyd McCand-
less and Omer Voss composed the men's team, Keith 
Sebelius entered in men's oratory and Virginia Beason in 
women's orarory, John Willcoxon represented the college 
in extemporary speaking. 
Those eligible for Pi Kappa Delta are: Lenore Burris, 
Gwendolyn Dimmitt, Verna Ruch Harris, Fern Vincent, 
Virginia Beason, Keirh Sebelius, John Willcoxon, [van 
Birrer, Omer Voss, Clark Carlile, and Gerald Smith. 
CLUBS 
The Quill Club is an honorarv organi-
zat ion for writers. Th e chapter on chis 
campus is a memher of rhe national 
organization. The purpose of chis 
organization is the advancement of 
creari ve writing. Monthl y meetings of 
the Quill Club are held wirh Boyd 
M cCandless, as pres ident, presiding. 
Can vou coo k? \Veil, vou really don·r 
have to just coo k to he a member of the 
Home Economics Club. Membership 
in chis group is bv election. The two 
outstanding fearnres of the club are the 
annual Christmas parry, which is cen-
tered around the old English customs, 
and the annua! trip ro the scare con-
vention. Stella Schlegel heads the 
orgaoizac ion as pres ident, chis year. 
Margaret Haggart is their faculty 
sponsor. 
The Professional Club is an organi-
zation in the col lege to promote rhe 
interest of chose "ho are raking pro-
fessiona I or pre-professional era in ing. 
The membership is limited to chose 
enrolled for law and medic ine. Prom-
inent speakers in the several professions, 
as well as members of rhe faculty, 
appear before the club from rime to 
time. The members of the group carry 
on investigation and research and make 
reports before the group. The club made 
a rour co Lawrence and Kansas Cit::," 
chis srring. Keith Sebelivs is president 
of the organization. Floyd B. Lee is 
their faculty advisor. 
Are vou a lover of arr? \Vhv nor join 
the Arr Club then' le is an organizat ion 
for students majoring in art, and open 
co ochers especially interested in arc. 
The programs are huil r around serious 
studies in arc appreciation. The:- J.re 
the ones we are to thank for the fine 
arr exhibits char come and go during 
the school ,ear . Anne Fankhauser is 
president of the Arr Club. Mabel 
Vandiver and J. M . Strange are facult) 
sponsors for the group. 
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CUSTER HALL 
WESLEY HALL 
CAMP LEWIS 
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Top Row: WITTER, WILSON, LIPPERT, RUNYON, KING. 
Middle Row SOLOMON, McGINNIS, VAN METER. WILLIAMS, MARTINSON, CALVERT, SCHEER. 
Bottom Row : DOBOSH, STREETER, REED, MOODY. 
GRADUATE CLUB 
The Graduate Club is an organization fostered by the Graduate Faculty of the college to furnish opportunity to 
graduate students on the campus for group identification. le is the purpose of the graduate club ta stimulate its members 
to inform themselves of current trends on and off the campus; to provide chem with facilities for social intercourse and 
for discussion of topics of common interest. 
The discussion topics during the fall semester have been timely and stimulating. Under the leadership of the officers 
the club has been more active than in several years. The officers are: 
Fall Semester 
BETTY MARTINSON 
DREW A. Doeostt 
NADYNE CALVERT 
- President 
Vice-presiden c 
Secretary-treasurer 
Spring Semester 
N. G. MoooY 
VERNE LtPPRR.T 
MARY \V1LLIAMS 
The most ambitious undertaking of the club during the year 1935-'36 has been the collection and publication of a 
research bulletin. Under the direction of Verne Lippert, chairman of the research committee, and Dr. Streeter, faculty 
adviser, the club will publish a classified list of the titles of all theses written chis year for advanced degrees in insti-
tutions of all the states included in North Central Association territory 
The club has been richly entertained in the homes of each of the members of the graduate faculty. Though oo 
leave from the campus, Dr. R.R. Macgregor has supplied the club with valuable assistance in its activities and addressed 
one of the December meetings. Dr. Reed, Dr. McGrath, Dr. Streeter, Prof. Rankin, and Dr. McGinnis ha,·e lx:en very 
loyal to rhe club by their attendance of meetings and extension of hospitality, ad vice, and enthusiasm. 
* 
WHERE THEY LIVE 
There are rwo residence halls for women and one for men at the college. Custer Hall houses more than eighty 
girls and is presided over by "Mocher" McKenna. Wesley Hall houses nearly thirty-five girls and "Mocher" Petit is 
the dorm macron. The college men have a somewhat unusual plan of housing. Camp Lewis, a former C. C. C. barracks, 
makes it possible for 125 men to stay in school by providing room and board at a minimum charge in exchange for 
labor on school projects. Hugh Farquharson, a graduate student, is supervisor of Camp Lewis under the direction of 
Dr. W. D. Moreland. Each of these three groups maintains a certain amount of organization and gives a limited num-
ber of parries each semester. They play a viral part in the lives of the ,cudents living therein. 
Mu s ic 
The 
D e partment 
The music department continues to thrive and grow. 
Prof. Henry Edward Malloy, head of the department, 
remains the center around which all music progress is 
made. Ocher instructors include Paul Beckhelm, insrrucror 
in piano; Lucille Felten, instructor in piano; Prof. Virgil 
V. Edmonds, band direcror, and Prof. Carl Malmberg, 
orchestra director. 
Under the sponsorship of this department, mam 
national!~· kno\,-n musicians have appeared here in 
concerts . 
In Ocrober, Marian J.:ala11ian, pianist, .Josephine 
Antoine, soprano soloist, and Kurt Brownell, tenor 
soloist, appeared in a concert. 
In March, Joseph Knirzer, with Harr,· Sukman as 
accompanist, presented a, iolin concert . 
These concerts \\·ere an in spiration co all \Yho heard 
them. 
Members of the Girls' Glee Cluh, under rhe c. irection 
of Miss Lucille Felten, appeared rn a home concert 1\pril 3 
Ocher concerts ,,·ere gin:n in \'arious western rowns in-
cluding Utica, Arnold, Plain, ille, and Hill Cit\. The Glee 
Club chis year consists of thirt\'-Si\: members. 
H E. MALLOY, Music Direc tor 
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W omen s Quartet KING VAN DOREN, WILLIAMS. ADAMS. 
Men 's Quartet VAN GUNDY. FLORA C ARSON, MEYER 
The Men ·s Glee Club, under the direction of Mr. 
Beckhelm, appeared in a home concert Februarv 25 . The 
Glee Cluh has raken three trips including \Vakeenev, 
Oakb, Scan Cin·, Dighron, Russell, Clanin, Osborne, 
and \Voodston in rheir itineran. Thirn-ft,·e hO\'S are 
members of the cluh . 
Members of the girls quarret are Mildred J.:ing, Rub, 
Ellen \'an Doren , Lou \ ' erne \\'illiams, and \\'inifred 
Adams. 
The men's quartet is composed of One \ ' an Gundl', 
Leland Flora, Lui Carson, and Clinron Me,er. 
Members of both quartets and the college trio, with 
special solo numbers, appeared at D:idge Cit\' , hroadcast-
ing for the Campus Tooth powder Company. 
Music Festival Week this year pro,·cd to be one of the 
most successful e,·er held. 
The opening program featuring J.:athrrn Meisle, con-
tralto from the Merropoliran Opera Company, engaged 
the attention of all music lovers of the college. 
The second feature of the Festi,·al, "Dear Brutus," a 
fantasy in three acts, was presented by the Little Theatre 
on Monday evening. This is the lirsr \'tar anvthing of 
this sort has been used on the Festival program. 
Tuesday evening the Kansas City Philharmonic String 
Quartet presented a ,,er~' entertaining concert. 
( Con/11111,d on page 79) 
PERSONNEL OF WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB 
WtNNIE AoA~·lS 
BETH ATKINS 
AGNES ATWELL 
BETTY BROWN 
ELIZABETH BENTLBY 
ETHEL CooK 
F.\YE CORWIN 
ANNE FANKHAUSER 
LouISe Foos 
JEAN FULLER 
NAOMI GRIFFITH 
MARYLEE HARVEY 
ERNESTINE HUBBARD 
IzELLA JACKSON 
GuwENDOLA joHNSON 
MILDRED KING 
RuTH McADoo 
HELEN McELROY 
Joy McKrn 
MARGARET p \XTON 
LOUISE PETERSON 
REBECCA RAGES 
HELEN GAIL SE\MON 
\VtLM \ SHULL 
JOSEPHINE SIRE 
Gwe.NDOLENE TOLAND 
HOLLIS VAN DOREN 
BETTY \\' ARD 
HELEN WELLS 
ANN ·\ RuTH \\'1se 
FERN \\7 RIGHT 
ELVA WYLRY 
EveLYN \\'oeRNER 
Lou Ve.RNE \V1LLIAMS 
JEANNE UNDERWOOD 
ELAINE WISE 
MILDRED Wrnsr 
MARY LOUISE \V ALKER 
BONNIE Z1MMRRMAN 
PERSONNEL OF MEN'S GLEE CLUB 
Gr.ENN BALMER 
Eow1N BARTLEY 
LEWIS BURFORD 
DE,N CARR 
KARL CARSON 
RussELL DANIELS 
BYRON DAVIS 
ADRIAN EICHMAN 
LELAND FLORA 
ROBERT FORD 
M .,YNARD Fox 
GeoRGE: GALLOWAY 
GLENN G,RTEN 
IVAN HILL 
H \RR1s0N HoNDER(CK 
Lee Huu 
J 1\MES KING 
Jo"N K1NG 
PHILIP LAUVER 
H,RRY MASON 
\V tLLI .\M ZrNSZER 
\V lLBUR MECKENSTOC K 
CLINTON MEYER 
R \LPH McELROY 
MAc McVEY 
CLEO MORRISSETTE 
LEWIS PANKASKlB 
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ROBERT PRICE 
J \~,{ES RITTENHOUSB 
FRANC IS Roe 
ELM ER RUDOLPH 
PAUL S .\UNDERS 
DONALD S c HOENPBLDT 
Rex Sc ttWBlN 
VAN Stt\W 
LYLE SH ERM AN 
HERBERT SM \LL 
ERVIN STEVER 
CLAUDE SUMMERS 
D,vE VAN GuNDY 
MRS. H. E. MALLOY 
\VINNIE ADAMS 
CHARLES BAHL 
BERNARD BRUNGARDT 
CuRTIS BuRGAN 
RUTH BUTLER 
DELL.",, BYRN 
ALFRED CASWELL 
CRYSTAL CHITTENDEN 
ELEANOR CALVERT 
SusAN CALVERT 
CARL CuNESMITH 
BETH ATKl"N"S 
FRED ALBERTSON 
AGNES ATWELL 
\VINNIE ADAMS 
JoE BARBO 
HOLLIS BEEN 
HORACE BUTLER 
BETTY BLAKE 
EDGAR BARKER 
RUTH BUTLER 
ALMA BERNDT 
]SABEL BARKER 
EARL BoNDY 
ROBERT BARTHOLIC 
ELWOOD BARTLETT 
CHARLES BAHL 
LEWIS BURFORD 
HAROLD BROWNLEE 
\VESLEY BuRPORD 
PERSONNEL OF ORCHESTRA 
BETTY DANIELS 
SttrnLEY o.,,wEs 
ELBERT DEFOREST 
HARLEY DOAK 
ZELMA j.>\NE FELTEN 
ERNESTINE FIELDS 
ROBERT GANTNER 
JEAN GLENN 
FRANCES HANSON 
Luc1LLE Hoctt 
ERNEST HOKE 
RuTJJ KING 
MILDRED KING 
VERNON LANDON 
CELESTE LOWREY 
VIVIAN MECKEL 
LOWELL POSTMA 
ALAN RANKIN 
TWILA REED 
N AOMl GRJPPITH 
\7 IOLETTE GROSSARDT 
MARCIA HAHN 
MARCUS HAHN :\NN REED 
LAWRENCE RoMe1seR 
PERSONNEL OF BAND 
EDWJN BARTLEY RICHARD DREILING ANITA HA AG 
BERNARD BRUNGARDT BERNARD EHRLICH t\1ARGARET HEROLD 
CuRTIS BuRG.-\.N FRANCES FINCH ISABEL HEROLD 
CASEY COCHRAN HAZEL FEJTZ ERNESTINE HUBBARD 
ALFRED CASWELL ERNESTINE FIELDS MARCUS HAHN 
DEAN CARR ROBERT FORD WAYNE HOWELL 
GORDON CASAD ELBERT DEF OR EST ELMER HAMPL 
ELEANOR CALVERT EARL FISHER WAYNE HUNT 
FRANCES CANADY ARNOLD FINCH FRANK HENDERSON 
NADYNE CALVERT ESTHER GILPIN CELESTE LOWREY 
SUSAN CALVERT GEORGIANA GRASS JACK LECUYER 
RoY CANADY JEAN GLENN GwENDOLEN LANE 
.)oHN CLAAR RonERT GANTNER PHILIP LAUVER 
KARL CARSON GEORGE GALLOWAY VIVIAN MECKEL 
CARL CuNESMJTH LAEL GILBERT HARRY MIDDLETON 
JoHN DuNN NAOMI GRIFFITH JuuET MONTAGUE 
H ARLEY DOAK IV AN HILL JottN Mnc HEM 
BYRON DAVIS ERNEST HOKE ALLEN MITCHEM 
GwENDOLENE D1MM ITT Luc1LLE Hoctt RussELL MILLER 
:\uDREY NossAMAN 
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ADRAN SCHEER 
ELMER SCHLEGEL 
DONALD SCHOENFELDT 
V1VIAN SYTSMA 
STELLA Sc1-1 LEG EL 
VELMA UNRUH 
HOLLIS VAN DOREN 
Ru BY ELLEN VAN DOREN 
MARY Louise WALKER 
Lou VERNE WILLIAMS 
M1LDRED \\'1EST 
BONNIE ZIMMERMAN 
JAMES HowER 
RuTH KING 
\VA YNE M1 LLER 
JuNE NEWTON 
GERALD OPDYCKE 
JottN P AGE 
ROBERT PRl CE 
MARGARET REED 
ELMER RUDOLPH 
CARL RoGG 
LAWRENCE RoMEISER 
JOY SMITH 
ESTHER SWANSON 
FRANCES STEPHENSON 
STELLA SCHLEGEL 
ELMER SCHLEGEL 
VERNE SCHMITT 
DoN SMITHERMAN 
DONALD SCHOENFELDT 
(LAYTON SH EDIVETZ 
The Music Department 
(Co11ti1111,d from page 76) 
An organ recital was given on Wednesday evening by 
Forrer Heaps, rad io artist, and organ ist at the New 
England Congregarional Church in Chicago. 
Oo Thursday evening, the college orchestra gave a 
concert. A spec ial feature of chis program was a Piano 
Concerto in A minor by Nadvne Calvert. 
Friday evening che men's and girls' glee clubs unired 
to present a choral concert. Paul Beckhelm's a cappela 
choir, a feature of the concert, was received with a great 
deal of enthusiasm. 
The final program of the Festi nl on Saturda\· after-
noon, was a concert bv rhe college band. The band, under 
the direction of Virgil Edmonds, displayed great skill 
and talent. 
The spring recitals alwavs add a brilliant climax to 
the work done in che music department, and the prepara-
tion made for every recical brings due credit to the 
musicians chis year. 
On April 28, Paul Beckhelm, pianist, and Daisy Child 
Beckhelm, soloist, well-known to Fort Hays audiences, 
THE COLLEGE TRIO 
appeared together in a recical which is an oucscanding 
musical event of the year. 
Another recital of unusual interest was char given by 
the String Trio, String Qu1rtec, and che College Quintet, 
May 14. 
The Sering Trio is composed of Mrs. H. E. Malloy, 
Miss Lucille Felten, of che faculcy, and Alan Rankin, 
junior in the College. Members of che Sering Quartet 
include Mrs. H. E. Malloy, and Carl Malmberg, of che 
faculcv, Boonie Zimmerman, sophomore, and Alan 
Rankin, junior in rhe college. The Quintet consists of 
members of boch previously mentioned groups. 
Several graduace recicals were presented, displaying ao 
unus1-1al amount of talent. 
Elaine Wise, pianisc, and Ruby Ellen Van Doran, 
soloisc, appeared on May 7. 
On May 12, Marguerite Perkins, assisted by che 
College Sering Trio, appeared in a piano recital. 
The lase graduace recital was given by Nadyne Calvert 
on May 19. 
THE COLLEGE QUARTETTE 
Glee Club So'oists· BONNIE ZIMMERMAN. MILDRED KING, WINNIE ADAMS. RUBY VAN DOREN, 
ELAINE WISE, HOLLIS VAN DOREN 
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GREEK GO VERNMENT 
PAN-HELLENIC 
The Pan-hcllcnic organization of the Fort H ays Kansas 
State College was organized December 12, 1925, for the 
purpose of promoting better cooperation and fr iendliness 
among the sororities. I ts membership is made up of t wo 
senior rcprcscncacivcs and one junior rcprcscntaci vc from 
each sorority and their faculty advisor and th e Dean of 
Women. Pan-hcllcnic supervises rush week acci,·irics and 
makes all the necessary rules and regulations. M onthly 
meetings arc held co discuss routine problems. Each 
semester, Pan-hcllcnic sponsors a Pan-hell cnic dance . 
The officers arc: 
MILDRED MARSHALL - President 
TttELMA KELLY - Secretary 
DoROTHY B1ss1NG - Treasurer 
Other members arc: Kathryn Fisher , Jeanne Under-
wood, Mar vella Schriddc, Anna Lou Galloway, Catherine 
Land, Leola Gustafson, Eva Woodruff, Ruth Frisbie, 
Emma Louise HaYcmann , Pauline Kelly , Erma Lowrey, 
and Anica Haag. 
INT ER-FR AT ERNAL CO UN C IL 
T he [ nccr- Fraccrnal counc il of the Fort Hays Kansas 
Seate College was organized in 1932 fo r the promotion of 
coopera ti on and fri endliness among the fr a ternities. The 
council underwent a reorgan izati on thi s spr ing in o rder 
co enab le more effic ien t operat ion. 
The officers arc: 
CLA RENC E K A HLE R 
K ARL CARSON 
JEROME STEGMAN -
- Presiden t 
V icc-pres idcn t 
Sccrc cary-u casurcr 
Ocher members arc: Ed Bender, Alan Rankin, G ene 
Nicwald, Ward Shull and Boyd McCandl ess. 
* 
PAN-HELLENIC 
Top Row· UNDERWOOD, HAVEMANN, GALLOWAY, WOODRUFF, FISHER. 
Bottom Row· BISSING, LOWREY, GUSTAFSON, MARSHALL. KELLY . 
INTER-FRATERNAL COUNCIL 
NIEWALD, BROWN, STEGMAN, RANKIN, KAHLER, McCANDLESS, E. BENDER, CARSON 
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A Campus Drammer: "Two Old Hens" 
CAST: 
Mrs. Camp Lewis, a large woman of very inde-
pendent bearing whose 
clothes fit rather tightly 
due to a recent increase in 
weight. She has a slight in-
feriority complex which she 
tries to cover up by appear-
ing nonchalant. Her clothes 
are simple and clean but 
still bear a rural appearance 
and cut. 
Mrs. Greek, also a large woman of uncertain 
age and more uncertain 
bearing whose clothes fit 
somewhat loosely due to a 
loss of weight in the past 
few months. There are small 
lines beginning to appear at 
her eyes and dark circles, 
very dark, can be seen under 
them. She has a sleepy, tired 
look due to her many family 
cares. Her clothes are of the 
latest style,with a fraternity 
pin holding together a rip 
which should have been 
sewed up sometime ago. 
She has a superior attitude. 
SCENE: At Mrs. Greek's home. A large 
spacious place with eleven children pl av-
ing in and out of it. 
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As the curtain rises, Mrs. Camp Lewis is 
seen approaching her neighbor's, Mrs. Greek, 
apparently to make one of those infrequent 
calls which seem necessarv to keep peace in 
the two families. However, the two women 
are very well acquainted. 
Mrs. Greek: ( all smiles) Darling! How are you? 
I haven't seen or heard a thing about you 
for so long. Won't you come in? 
Mrs. Camp Le1l'is: I'm so glad to see you. I 
haven't seen anyone for so long. 
Mrs. Greek: Oh, you brought your knitting. 
Do s1 down. 
Mrs. Camp Lewis: Yes, the bovs wear their 
propaganda out so fast. Thev seem to 
catch it on barbs. It just keeps me busy, 
knitting them new duds. 
Mrs. Greek: How are all your children, my dear? 
Mrs. Camp Lm,s: ( rather timidly) We-ll, I 
really don't know so awfully much about 
them. You know, their nurses, Hugh and 
W. D., have complete charge of them. I 
guess though chat they don ' t always sleep 
well at night. (Changing the subject. ) 
And how are all yours? 
Mrs. Greek: They have their ups and downs, 
of course, but really my dear, you don't 
realize how fortunate you are in having 
no girls. When I think of the worry my 
girls have caused me, it just conncils me. 
\ Contm11,d 011 page 126 ) 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
OFFICERS 
Pres1denr - K-\THRYN F1sHER 
Vice-president MARGARET 0sHANT 
Secretary - Rn A J ,coas 
Treasurer - MARVELLA ScttRIDDE 
Colon Crimson and whne 
1\Jat1011uf Muga,mr- Phoenix 
Founded at \'1rgrn1a State Teachers College 1901 
Tau Tau at Fort Ha,s, March 17, 1928 
* 
ACTI\ES 
KATHRYN F1SHER 
JEAN FULLER 
EUNICE G,\lNES 
ARLENE H-\RRISO~ 
LcCILLE HocH 
.\L"-RION HoLZ\tEISTER 
RtB JACOBS 
GuwENDOLA JOHNSON 
ELIZABETH LEtDIGH 
* 
MILDRED MURRAY 
MARGARET OsttAN"T 
Lo1.,1sE PETERSON 
~{ARV ELLA ScttRtooe 
FRANCES STEPHENSON 
RuTH TweNTER 
JEANNE UNDERWOOD 
MARJORIE \\.ALLERSTEDT 
MILDRED \\'resT 
IN F_-1.CUL T -1. TE 
* 
PLEDGES 
HELENE BARRY 
FLORA Lee CocttR ,s 
~lAR y JANE C \\I i>BELL 
HELEN HIGDON 
GL:\DYS NICHOL 
BETTY \V A RD 
H(J<'H 
PAUL 
PFTER·;ou 
Lt1CILLE \\ Ell. \ND 
C'Ol'HRAN 
HOLZMElcTER 
MURRAY 
SCHRIDDE 
JACOBS 
W ALI.ERSTEDT 
TWENTER 
WARD 
FISHER 
JOHNSON 
OSHANT 
UNDERWOOD 
WIEST 
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DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
President -
\'ice-president 
Secretary -
Treasurer 
OFFICERS 
~fILDRED !\.f \RSH:\LL 
- ELAINE BITTER 
RuTH ATwooo 
NELL., M,E M,RSH.,LL 
Colors Oli\e Green and Cream 
Nattonal Maga,111t-Shield 
Founded at Miami Uni,·ersin, Oxford, Ohio 
Rho Chapter installed Ocrober 2, 1925 
RUTH ATWOOD 
HELEN FRANCES BtcE 
ELAINE BITTER 
K '\THRYN BOOMER 
RuTH Cox 
ZEL~I. ... JANE FELTEN 
J.,NE FLOOD 
.\NNA Lou GALLOWAY 
RUTH BAKER-HINES 
P ,-.ULINE HUXMAN 
!ZELLA j ACKSON 
KATHRYN LAND 
* 
ACTI\'ES 
* 
MILDRED MARSH1\LL 
NELLA i\fAE MARSH.'\LL 
ETHEL MARTIN 
Joy McKrn 
JERALDINE NEDROW 
JOSEPHINE OwENS 
ALBERTA PAGE 
RuTH PoLSON 
CARMEN REINHARDT 
Jov S,rrrtt 
DoROTHY Sr EH LEY 
\V .-'\V:\ \VRIGHT 
IN FACULTATE 
MRS . TttEL\I.'\ HR UZ:\ 
* 
PLEDGES 
~'1.D:\ FICKEN 
FR.-\~CES FICKEN 
REBECCA GALLOWAY 
JusE GA,tET-SCHOENFELDT 
EsTHER GoLTL 
HINES BICE BITTER 
GALLOWAY GOLTL HARVEY 
HRUZA HUXMAN JACKSON 
MARTIN Mc KIE OWENS 
REINHARDT STEHLEY SHAW 
MARY LEE HARVEY 
jONElTE JONES 
HELEN SHAW 
G\-VENDOLENE TOLAS"D 
EvELYN ZrNSZER 
cox 
NEDROW 
FELTEN 
FLOOD 
LAND MARSHALL 
PAGE POLSON 
TOLAND ZJNSZER 
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KAPPA PHI 
OFFICERS 
President -
Vice-president 
Secrecarv -
Treasur~r 
Corresponding Secretary 
Chaplain 
\VINNIE ADAMS 
Lo,s MEYER 
STELLA SCHLEGEL 
OuvE GRANT 
- ELAINE Wise 
- HAZEL RABOURN 
Founded at University of Kansas, 1906 
Psi Chapter installed 1933 
Colors-Blue, Green, and White 
Magazine-Candle Beam 
* 
ACTIVES 
MARGARET BARTHOLOMEW 
EL\!NE BITTER 
MARGARET BRENTNALL 
SERENA BROWN 
MYRTLE BURDITT 
RuTH BuTLER 
BETTY BROWN 
LENORA COATES 
ELVA CURRENCE 
RuTH DooRILL 
IsAOEL DonRILL 
CuPFJE MAE ENFIELD 
FRANCES FINCH 
MARGARET FLEAGLE 
RuTH FRuSHER 
F..\ YE GARTEN 
EVELYN GARTON 
JEAN GLENN 
Ouve GRANT 
KATHRYN HARRELL 
LAV ERNE HARRIS 
RUTH H, LDEBRAND 
J\11ERLE HUMPHREY 
M,RY GR,CEJA\1ES 
* 
FLORENCE j0t-1NSON 
MARGUERITE JENNISON 
MILDRED KING 
ALICE LAVERY 
EsTHER LouDEROAUGH 
NoRMA McMULLEN 
Lo,s MEYER 
MARY POPP 
HAZEL RABOURN 
Lois Re1MER 
MABEL ROBERTSON 
HELEN SHAW 
VERA SPRING FELDT 
IR IS STEVENSON 
STELLA ScH LEG EL 
MARY Louise \VALKER 
ELt\lNE W1SE 
ANN,, RuTH \V1SE 
INEZ YEAGER 
ALMA KLEINT 
MYRTLE C,,RTER 
\VINNIE ADAMS 
ETHEL CooK 
ELLEN LOUISE REPLOGLE 
SPONSOR 
MRS. R. C. \\' ALKER 
* 
PLEDGES 
HELENE BARRY 
ANNE FANKHAUSER 
VERNA RuTH HARRIS 
HELEN BLAKESLIE 
EsTllER ScoTT 
ADAMS ATWATER BARRY 
BERTH,\ SCHLEGEL 
ILA FERN FELLERS 
BETH ATKINS 
REBECC\ RAGES 
JuNs NEWTON 
BITTER BRENTNALL 
BURDITT BUTLER CARTER COATES CURRENCE DODRILL 
FANKHAUSER FLEAGLE FRUSHER GARTEN GARTON 
GLENN GRANT HARRELL HARRIS HAPRIS HUMPHREY 
HILDEBRAND KING KLIENT LAVERY MEYER 
McMULLEN RA BOURN ROBERTSON LOUDERBAU GH 
SCHLEGEL SHAW 
SPPINGFELDT W Al.KER WISE, A. WISE, E YEAGER 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
OFFICERS 
President -
Vice-president 
Secretary -
Treasurer 
THELt.lA KELLY 
BERNJCE VAN PELT 
FERN VINCENT 
EMMA Lo u1sE H AVEMANN 
Founded at Farmville, Va., 1898 
Alpha Gamma Chapter installed in 1925 
Colors- Royal Purple and White 
Nat1011al Magazme--Triangle 
* 
ACTIVES 
HELEN BEAt-.1 MARY LOCKER 
KATHRYN BELLMAN CATHERINE MASTERS 
Et.H,IA LOUISE H -\\'EMANN lv[ARGARET REED 
THELMA KELLY BERNICE VAN PELT 
PAULINE KELLY FERN VINCENT 
Lou1sE LOCKER TiLLIE YouNG 
* 
IN FACULTATE 
PEARL G. CRUISE 
* 
PLEDGES 
:\ VIS ALEXANDER FRANCES Hu LL 
VrnoJNL\ BEASON ERNESTINE MELLOR 
ALt-.lA BERNDT ESTHER SWANSON 
IDA ELEANOR CHITTENDEN VIRGINIA \VAL TON 
\ TEL~IA 0Aur-.>cR \ 7 1RGINIA \VEtLS 
ESTHER GILPIN IRIS \VttITTEN 
GILPIN 
BELLMAN 
HAVEMANN 
BERNDT 
KELLY, P. 
BEAM 
CHITTENDEN 
KELLY, T. LOCKER, L. LOCKER, M. 
MASTERS REED 
WHITTEN 
VAN PELT VINCENT 
WALTON YOUNG 
8S 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA 
OFFICERS 
President -
Vice-president 
Secretary -
Treasurer 
Sargeant-at-Arms 
NADYNE CALVERT 
\VILMA SHULL 
MARTHA BLEW L1NE 
- LucILLE FELTEN 
HoLus VAN DoREN 
Colors-Crimson and \\'hite 
Natio,w! Maf!,a';_me- Pan Pipes 
Founded at Ann Arbor, Michigan. on December 1, 1904 
Alpha Pi Chapter installed in 1931 
* 
ACTIVES 
\VINNIE AD.\\1S 
RuTH BuTLER 
NADYNE CALVERT 
ZEL!\-1:\ J-\NE FELTEN 
Lourss Foos 
JEAN GLENN 
FRANCES HANSON 
* 
GuwENDOLA JottNSON 
M,\RTIL\ BLEW LINE 
M.\RGUERITE PERKINS 
\VtL!'-1.\ SttULL 
VELMA UNRUH 
HoLus VAN DoREN 
RunY VAN DoREN 
IN FACULTATE 
LUCILLE FELTEN 
MILDRED KING 
HELEN \\7 ELLS 
CLARA MALLOY 
MAUDE GORHAM 
* 
PLEDGES 
BUTLER 
GLENN 
Lou VERNE \V1LLIAMS 
ELA !NE \VISE 
ADAMS 
FELTEN 
JOHNSON 
FOOS 
LINE PERKINS 
UNRUH 
CALVERT 
HANSON 
SHULL 
VAN DOREN, H. 
VAN DOREN, R WELLS WILLIAMS 
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8' 
THETA SIGMA 
UPSILON 
OFFICERS 
Pres id en t - Do ROTH y B1ss1 r--G 
\ Tice-president P .'\ULINE Su1ERER 
Secrerar~· - CLAR\ N1c110L-\S 
Treasurer - RuTH St:HILLER 
Color, Rose and Silver 
Founded at Emporia Teachers College 1920 
Mu Chapter insralled in 1929 
DoROTHY B1s5ING 
ANITA HAAG 
CELESTE LOWREY 
ER~IA LOWREY 
* 
ACTI\'ES 
* 
CLAR .. \ NtlHOL \S 
LAVINA RO\\,' 
PAULINE SCHERER 
R uTH Sett ILLER 
IN FACULTATE 
Rose.LLA McCARROLL 
NEVA BROWN 
\'IRGIE C \",\P 
HELEN CHILDERS 
PAULINE FLE\IIK(i 
RUTH GARLO\\ 
EsTttER Gooo1" 
* 
PLEDGES 
i\1..\XINE HIGLEY 
EVELYN JONES 
NORA KING 
NADYNE L1x-Long 
1\l1LDRED RICE 
P-\T Sett"" HER 
BISS!NG 
FLEMING 
HAAG 
BROWN CAMP 'HILDH' 
G( 1 >DIN 
LOWRrY, C. 
RICE 
SCHAFFER 
LONG 
ROW 
JONES 
SCHILLER 
GARLOW 
LOWREY E 
NICHOLAS 
SCHERER 
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PI KAPPA SIGMA 
President -
Vice-president 
Secretary -
Treasurer 
OFFICERS 
LEOLA GusT AFSON 
- EvA WoooRUFP 
ALTA CuNE 
MARGARET BRENTNALL 
Colors-Turquoise Blue and Gold 
National Magazine-Laurel 
Founded at Ypsilanti , M ichigan, 1894 
Alpha Mu Chapter installed October 25, 1930 
* 
ACTIVES 
MARGARET BRENTNALL 
ALTA CLINE 
RuTH FRISBEE 
LEOLA GusTAPSON 
ALMA KLEINT FRANCES FINCH 
LE.ONA BRAY 
WrLMA Fox 
EvA \VoooRUFP 
* 
IN FACULTATE 
MARY \VILLIAMS 
* 
PLEDGES 
PHYLLIS HINKHOUSE 
BERNICE HE~·fPHILL 
MARY HORACEK 
ALBERTA LEADER 
BRAY 
FRISBEE 
KLEINT 
MARGARET MULLEN 
BRENTNALL 
GUSTAFSON 
WILLIAMS 
CLINE 
HORACEK 
WOODRUFF 
(o 
1~ ~0-====-===tF=-;..-- 0 
"\Rme.~ 
PHI SIGMA EPSILON 
OFFICERS 
Pre>1dent -
Viet-president 
Tre:.1surer 
EuGEXE N1E\\ \LO 
- FLORHN HOL\I 
ELLIS REINH ·\ROT 
R-\LPH HuFnl-\N 
Colors· Rose and Blue 
Founded at Emporia, Kansas, Fchruan 15, 1910 
Leta Chapter installed at Ha1 s, No,·emher 7, 19}0 
* 
:\CTJ\"ES 
EuGENE :\LLE:--; 
To,1 BROWN 
RoY CocHR_,,·i:: 
,JOH'- De,;,-; 
FLOYD FOLEY 
PETER H A.\S 
EDWARD HER\L\N 
R \LPH H1Nh:LE 
F1.0R1A!'\." Hou.1 
R \LPH HL'I"f\1.\S 
CL\RESCE ISBELL 
CoL\'I!': K1sosu11 
\l,R10,-, /1.!cDos ,Lo 
R \LPH !\kELROY 
DEN"-IS l\!cKEE 
\\'Il.DUR i\1ECKENSTOlK 
C11ESTER i\11n.t1l-Ll 
* 
Osc,R Mnc11ELL 
CLEO MORRISSETTE 
To" MosieR 
.Joe Moss 
EuGE!'a:: N1Ew.,LD 
\\"1,tnERLY PIATT 
THo,1,s P1vONKA 
ELLIS REINHARDT 
\\' .\RO RIEGEL 
FR ,:-.:c1s Roe 
LeROY SconY 
0 \LE S11 ELLH -\SS 
\\' .\RD S11ULL 
CurFORD S1!'.'CLAIR 
R1u1 \RD S-r, ,11 
D\Ll:. \\"tE\IS 
-\UH-RT Y \LE 
I~ F-\CUI THE 
DR R R .\l \lC,REC,OR 
.1011:-.: B \RKLE\ 
~-\RTHLR DELOS(, 
H \RRY H.-\R\IS 
* 
PLEDGES 
FR \!",;K HL'.\:Dl:.RSO'.\. 
KE:--·,1.r11 P \RKS 
P \LL S·n.,c,ER 
.NC'LAJR 
HAil ' HAJ-;Mc 
YINDcCHJ 
D 'NN 
i! KEJ: 
H 1F MAN 
FC LFY 
l cHLI 
M fr'HrLL 
M< RF!c ;ETTE 
SHELLHAAS 
NIFWA D 
<:OBY 
RE ' NHARDT 
YALF 
R )F 
90 
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PHI MU ALPHA 
OFFICERS 
Supreme Councilman 
President 
\'ice-rresiJenr 
Secret.tr\ 
K.\RL C\RSOS 
- ERVIN Sn::st::.R 
-\RNOLD i\1cGR \TU 
Trea,urcr -
Hisron .. rn 
\\ arJen -
GEORGEG\LLO\\'\'\ 
HER,t \N Sutw \RTZKOPP 
Established at Ne" England Consen aeon, 1S9S 
-1.lrha Phi Ch.irter at fort H.ns, Ma, 10, 1927 
Colon ReJ ,tnJ Black 
,\f..1~,1;;:iur Sinfonian 
* 
1\CTI\ ES 
K \RL C.\RSON -\L \'.",,; R \!'-iKIN 
\1RGIL Eo.-.1or.;os BE!',;J.-\\t1N RHo,oEs 
GEORGE G.\LLO\\- \Y HER\t\:,.T Su-tw \RTZKOPP 
.\1 \RCL'S H.,HS LYLE SHER\1 \'.'>,; 
H E. M.\LLO\ ER \'IN STE\'ER 
:\Rr-.;oLo i\kGR ,Ttt CL ,uoE Su,1,1ERS 
Ht.RBERT J\1Euu LowEu TRL'LL 
\f \lJRILE \ \L'l,H!"'-" 
p \UL BE<..KHEL\I 
H E. M.,LLO\ 
* 
l:-.l F.-1.CUL T.-1. TE 
* 
\ IRGIL Eo,10Nos 
C \RL J\1 \L\tBERG 
PLEDGES 
RussELL D \!'-ilELS RonERT i\1 \LCOL\1 
LYNN D.\\'IS Yl\'I.\N l\1E<..KEL 
ARNOLD FINUI VERNON Sttt\tIDT 
SHELBURNE H ENDRILKS i\L,c ~k\ '" 
H ,RRISON HoNDERICK DoN.\LD S,1ntteR,1 ,s 
CouRTNEY KE ,RNS LY,t ,N \\ oosTER 
P,uL\\YL\~D 
BE( KHELM CARSUN DANIELS GALLOWAY HENDRICK; 
MHJLI HAHN KEARNS 
MALLOY MALMBERG M-GPATH McVAY 
MAlC'OM 
MECKEL 
RANKIN RHOADES SCHWARTZKOPF R, lMEIJER SHERMAN 
SUMMERS STEVER TRLJLL 'JNDFRWO )D 
VAUGHN WOOSTER WYLAND FORD HONDERICK 
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PHI DEL TA CHI 
former(y 
KAPPA BETA TAU 
OFFICERS 
President -
Vice-president 
Secretary -
Treasurer 
ED BENDER 
JEROME STEGMAN 
- JoHN H ADLEY 
BR AINARD ANDERSON 
Co/or,-Black and Silver 
Bera Chapter Insralled May 3, 1936 
* 
ACTIVES 
BRAINARD ANDERSON 
ED B l , DER 
HERB BENDER 
CLYDE BILLlNGS 
RoY BrLLINGS 
DELWIN Cooo1NGTON 
FLOYD CONRY 
w ALTER GAUMER 
JOHN H ADLEY 
LAWRENCE MILLER 
\\'1LLJAM Moo 
H AROLD RANDALL 
RuDOLPI! SKunAL 
MELBURNE SMEDLEY 
JEROME STEGMAN 
ARNOLD TRITT 
GEORGE ADAMS 
BER!'-' .\RO EHRLICH 
LEE HOPPES 
GORDON LEWIS 
* 
PLEDGES 
* 
CLARENCE LOWRY 
JA\1ES RrTTENHOUSE 
Lesu E SM ITH 
CLE\1 ENT \VISE 
SPONSOR 
\VALTER \VALLERSTEDT 
BENDER. E. 
SMEDLEY 
MILLER 
RANDALL 
BENDER, H. 
STEGMAN 
HADLEY 
MOG 
TRITT 
SKUBAL 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
OFFICERS 
Pres ident -
Vice-president 
Secretary -
T reasurer 
BoYD McCANDLESS 
jottN \VILLCOXON 
ERNEST DEINES 
ARNOLD ScHOENTHALER 
Founded ac \\'arrensburg, Missouri, June, 1920 
Eta Chapcer at Fore Has-s, January, 1926 
Colors- Purple and \\' hice 
M agazme-Saga 
* 
ACTIVES 
CLAIR ANDERSON 
FORREST Boo'>1ER 
CASEY COCHRAN 
ERNEST DEINES 
VERNAL DuNCAN 
H ARLIE H A \G 
EuGENE Hou., 
CLARENCE K ~\HLER 
ROLAND K AHLER 
jA,\tES KUNTZ 
BoYD McCANDLESS 
D ELO YD MITCH ELL 
FLOYD MOTLEY 
ORVILLE NoTHDURPT 
DEAN O'BRIEN 
* 
BILL OwENS 
\VA LTER p ARK 
\Vern PIERSON 
CL.\ I R ROYCE 
DoN ALD ScttoENFELoT 
ARNOLD ScttOENTHALE R 
ELMER SPOMER 
CARL STOFFER 
GAYLE STOVER 
FRED TOLAND 
HENRY UPPENDAHL 
JACK WARD 
I\1 A URI CE \\' .. \ELDIN 
'VERNON \VAELDlN 
JOHN WILLCOXON 
PLEDGES 
ALPRED CASWELL 
JottN CH I TTENDEN 
K ENT COLLI ER 
T oNY DEBES 
JERRY F ORD 
DoN FREED 
LEE H uLL 
FRANC IS LOVITT 
EuGENE MooN 
CEClL NORMANDIN 
LLOYD SIDENER 
* 
IN FA CULT A TE 
\\ ' , D. MORELAND 
ANDERSON 
DUNCAN 
CARDONA 
GUEST 
KAHLER, C. KAH LER R. 
O LDER O W ENS 
COCHRA N 
H AAG JONES 
DEINES 
KUNTZ 
McCAN DLESS MITC HELL 
PARK SCHOENFELDT 
SCHO ENTHALER SPO MER STOFFER STOVER TOLA ND 
UPPENDAHL WAELDIN WARD W ILLCOXON 
93 
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* * * 
KA:LEIDOSCOPE 
The Walker sisters . . . Sigma Tau 
party, find the jug . .. Where's Mid 
and Stever . . . The Scoby' s and 
Rotrock's step out ... Free mustaches 
... House cleaners at the library ... 
Five Alphas ... Andy in the printshop 
. . . Off to a party, at least, off ... 
The Alphas throw a dinner dance . . . 
From the science hall dome, Oh yeah 
... A Phi Sig formal ... Queen Annie 
and her lr 1al subjects visit the Senator 
. . . London Bridge on a big scale . . . 
Read your fortune? ... Freshies go 
swimming . . . The Homecoming King 
(Maurice) and Queen 
(Kathryn). 
* 
ANNA LOU GALLOWAY 
Reveille Queen 
CLARA NICHOLAS 
Achievement 
HAZEL RABOURN 
Popularity 
ALAN RANKIN 
Achievement 
BETTY BROWN 
Beauty 
100 
LOUISE PETERSON 
Beauty 
CELESTE LOWREY 
Popularity 
WINNIE ADAMS 
Reveille Queen 
VIOLETTE 
GROSSARDT 
Beauty 
/~z~, 
~ 
CAMPUS CELEBRITIES 
E\.t\l, Lou1sE H ,VE:\t\NN, Personalic, plus. Prominent campus figure. 
\\ , L TER P 1RK, Manager Leader, former Council president. 
A"", Lou G ,ccoww, Re,eille Queen, prominent figure. 
ARTHUR LE ,s, Srndent Council, prominent athlete. 
DOROTHY 81ss1NG, Theta rresident 
HER'-1 \'\l Sc,nv\RTZKOPF, Senior president, scar achlere, Council president. 
* 
8VRTIS T.,YLOR, Student Council, prominent Camp Lewisice . 
\\"1NNIE Ao "'s, Karr• Phi president, swell dancer, campus srorr 
FLOYD B.,L\I.\N, Freshman president, prominent campus figure. 
EsTHER LounERB.,uGH, Y. \\'. president, campus figure. 
Rrrn,Ro Sr11a, our all-conference basketball captain 
J '"E FLOOD, campus perster, swell gal 
* 
K ,RL C.,RSON, Phi Mu president, prominent musician. 
Eve.ENE Nrnw,co, Phi Sig president, foothall, Junior rresident 
H ,zEr R.,BOURN, Popularit1 Queen, Assembh Oilicer 
CnnE STOVER, Manager Re,·eille, campus figure. 
CL.\R.\ N1c110L.,s, Achievement \\"inner, Student Council. 
Bo Yo McC 1emcESS, Leader Editor, Seu dent Council, Scholar. 
102 
103 
IN MEMORY OF 
IDA ELEANOR CHITTENDEN 
1917 «» 1936 
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* 
It is with mixed feelings of pleasure and regret that 
chis book is completed and distributed for your critical 
eye to peruse; pleasure chat an enormous job is over and 
regret that we weren't born a year later so we could have 
had a shot at next year's book which in all probability 
will be on the activity fee. We are offering no alibis for 
this one . Since it is impossible to please every one, we 
are hoping chat there are as many people who like it as 
there are chose chat don' c. 
In closing, we wish to express appreciation for the 
cooperation given by the companies who printed and 
engraved chis b~ok and to Brad Thompson of Topeka; 
Wal cer W allerstedc, James R. Start, and Shirley Baird, 
of the college, who have been particularly helpful. 
On the next twenty or so pages you will find the 
advertisements of certain businesses that have made this 
book possible . Without them there would have been no 
1936 Reveille . Let 's show our appreciation to them by 
patronizing chem. 
ALAN RANKIN 
GAYLE STOVER 
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Help Yourself to Better Health With 
Pastuerized Milk 
Chocolate Milk 
Orangeade 
Pure Rich Cream 
Modern methods and a sanitary plant combine to give you 
the best in wholesome dairy products 
L K Dairy Association 
HAYS. KANSAS 
PHONE 406 3 I 2 EAST NINTH ST. 
106 
" The Store Where Every Penny Counts" 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
TOILET GOODS 
NOTIONS 
HOME SUPPLIES 
STATIONERY 
CANDIES 
A. L. Duckwall Stores 
We Welcome 
C allege Trade 
Service-Quality 
Price 
For Good Food and Clean Recreation Come to 
THE TRIANGLE CLUB 
I I 3 East I I th 
Pool and Billiards 
STANLEY WHITE. Mgr. 
107 
Phone 62 
Western Kansas' Finest 
J ewelcy Store 
Headquarters for matched diamond 
engagement and wedding rings. A 
wide variety of styles and sizes at 
prices as low as $25.00 for a matched 
set of two rings. 
Dependable watches in Hamilton. 
Elgin . Waltham, and Gruen. Latest 
yellow gold round and baguette de-
signs $24 .75 and up. 
Fraternity and Class jewelry, rings and crests of all kinds. Our prices are usually 
lower than your organization headquarters charge. 
Try Our Optical and Repair Service 
THOLEN JEWELRY ~OMPANY 
The Home of Reliability 
H . J . Tholen , Registered Optometrist 
804 Main St. 
Bakers of the Finest 
Breads and Pastries 
ALWAYS ASK FOR 
Quality Milk Bread 
Try Our Sweet Rolls 
and Pastries 
For Special Orders Call Us 
PHONE 45 
Modern Products From a 
Modern Bakery 
QUALITY BAKERY 
117 W . Eleventh 
108 
Phone 358 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
Monuments 
Your Patronage Appreciated 
F. J. HOCH 
Phone 412 
Hays Kansas 
DR. C. J. WILSON 
Dental Surgeon 
Building and Loan Bldg. 
Office 40 I Phones Res. I 090 
PIANOS- RADIOS- REFRIGERATORS-
Baldwin Stromberg-Carlson Frigidaire 
Kimball Fairbanks-Morse Fairbanks-Morse 
Gulbransen Zenith Ice O 'Matic 
Phone 167 
TIGER 
Headquarters for 
Hair Cuts and Barber Work 
Meet here and talk it over with 
the gang 
Red's Clean Shop 
GAY TILLOTSON , Prop . 
109 
110 w. 11th 
HOTEL 
LAMER 
* 
Lamer Drug Store 
Lamer Coffee Shop 
* 
Western Kansas' 
Leading Hotel 
* 
New Method Cleaners 
and Hatters 
Phone 944 IO 11 Fort St. 
* 
LARZALERE BAKERY 
The Hom e of 
Larza lere Bread 
Cakes and Rolls 
PHONE 640 
11 7 West Eleventh Street Hays, Kansas 
"When Time Means Money Our Service Pays" 
SHINGLES 
POSTS 
CEMENT 
PLASTER 
FLUE LINING 
WALL BOARD 
PLASTER BOARD 
ROOFING 
CORRUGATED IRON 
MOULDINGS 
SASH AND DOORS 
LIME 
BRICK 
SEWER TILE 
PLYWOOD 
INSULATION 
METAL LATH 
RIDGE ROLL 
Build- Remodel- Repair 
USE QUALITY MATERIAL 
LUMBER- COAL 
THE TREAT-SHAFFER LUMBER CO. 
208 West Ninth Street 
HENRY HAVEMANN, Manager 
Hays, Kansas 
]J(J 
Phone 74 
WIESNER'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
A. A. WIESNER 
" The Place Where You Feel at Home" 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear, Dry Goods, Clothing, 
Shoes, Notions, Trunks and Suit Cases, 
Groceries and Meats 
KELVINATOR 
REFRIGERATORS 
MAYTAG 
WASHERS 
" The Largest Department Store in Western Kansas" 
Hays, Kansas 
Dry Goods 
Phone 88 
Shoe Re-Building 
and Dyeing 
If It ' s Done to Shoes, We Do It 
Bring or Send Them to 
SCHLEGEL SHOE 
SERVICE 
I 13 West I 0th H ays, Kansas 
The Hays 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. 
The Pause that Refreshes 
P HONE 301 
111 
Grocery 
Phones 740-741 
BUTLER'S 
F umituce and U ndectaking 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
RADIOS, REFRIGERATORS 
AND WASHERS 
Nep's Super Service 
FIRESTONE 
T IRES AND BATTERIES 
SHELL GASOLINE 
Car Washing and 
Greasing 
Phone 400 Hays, Kansas 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
HAYS, KANSAS 
The Oldest Bank in Ellis County 
GEYER BROTHERS 
" Where Collegians Congregate" 
High Quality Drugs, Candies, 
Cosmetics, and Drug Sundries 
Special Fountain and 
Luncheonette Service 
Prescription Specialists 
GEYER BROTHERS 
Druggists 
"We Are Anxious to 
Serve You" 
We Deliver Phone 'i 
W ' tak-.n 4 There e Ve ~ 
screws out of your 
new glasses! 
Dr. W. F. Czeskleba 
Phone 167 H ays, Kans . 
112 
CHOICE 
SELECTIONS 
In Complete Lines 
of 
Drugs, Sundries 
Cosmetics 
Kodaks, Candies 
Prescriptions, 
etc. 
HARKNESS PHARMACY 
FOX STRAND 
The Home of Big Pictures 
THE RECREATION CENTER FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENTS 
113 
ATTHE 
HEAD OF THE PARADE 
We believe that Our Store is qualified to give you leading service in 
every department. 
Four Registered Pharmacists to fill your prescriptions ... competent ad-
vice on toilet goods and cosmetics ... large stocks of merchandise ... complete 
fountain service featuring Franklin XX ice cream ... Rexall Agency which 
means "The Best in Drug Store Goods- the Best in Drug Store Service." 
These things. coupled with an earnest desire to serve you in a helpful. 
friendly way lead us to believe that it pays to get the ABC habit. 
\ :J~ }h; , le, ABC DRUG CO. ~ 
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR 
at 
POPULAR PRICES 
* 
LUCILLE 
Dress Shop 
122 West 9th Phone 321 
111 
Phone 53 Home Phone 3 02 
GEO. PHILIP ~ SON 
Dealers in 
HARDWARE 
COAL AND GAS HEATERS AND RANGES 
PAINT, OIL AND GLASS 
CUTLERY 
Eighth and Main 
To the Class of 1936 
We extend our congratula-
tions and s i ncere good 
wishes for the future . 
THE HAYS CITY 
FLOUR MILLS 
Manufacturers and D istributors 
o f 
Semolino Flour 
Golden Rod Flour 
Pikes Peak Products 
115 
Hays, Kansas 
FRAZER'S 
Smart Shop 
LADIES' 
READY-TO-WEAR 
MILLINERY AND SHOES 
Hays Kansas 
Cole's • Store 
The Hays Friendly Store 
Phone 799 
112 W . Eleventh Sc., Hays. Kansas 
Fancy Groceries and 
Quality Meats at Great 
Savings 
FARMERS STATE BANK 
HAYS, KANSAS 
Capital 
Surplus 
MEMBER 
$50,000.00 
$50,000.00 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Each deposit account insured up to 
$5 ,000 .00 , under Federal Deposit Insurance Plan. 
We solicit your account , have money to loan, and can take care of all loans 
consistent with sound banking. 
We want you to take advantage of the service we offer: and if not a customer 
of this bank . come in and get acquainted . 
The Largest Bank in Ellis Coun J 
The Farmers State Bank- the Friendly Bank- the Bank 
Where You Feel at Home 
An Exclusive College Book Store, Built Especially for 
Use of College Students 
Note Books 
Art Supplies 
T ypewriters 
Fountain Pens 
College Books 
Greeting Cards 
Brief Cases 
Gymnasium Supplies 
Social Stationery 
Business Stationery 
Typewriter Suppli es 
Party Goods 
Magazines 
Inks 
(New- Used ) Everything Used rn College 
CAMPUS BOOK STORE 
Just off the Campus on Seventh Street 
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ELITE CAFE 
We Appreciate Your Patronage 
Reasonable Prices for the College Student 
If not at Home, Eat Here and 
Feel at Home 
West Tenth MRS. JOHN SAHLI, Proprietor Hays, Kansas 
V8 
Ford 
Watch the Fords Go By 
The Lincoln-Zephyr 
V12 
Lincoln-
Zephyr 
TWENTER MOTOR COMPANY 
Hays LaCrosse 
117 
Hays 
EKEY STUDIO 
Finest of 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Distributors of 
AGFA-ANSCO PRODUCTS 
ALBUMS, FILMS, FRAMES 
AND SUPPLIES 
• 
"Where There Is a Picture to Be Made, 
EKEY Can Make It" 
• 
19 3 6 Reveille Pictures 
by 
R.E.EKEY 
118 
Kansas 
/ 
.I , 
j 
ST. ANTHONYtS HOSPITAL 
HAYS, KANSAS 
SISTER M. ALOYSIUS, R. N . 
Superintendent 
•• 
This space reserved and paid for b y 
THE ACTIVE STAFF 
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I r: - rni 
1 1 :!i!J KINGS KWALITY ICE CREAII 
'. ·, ' I( GOLDEN BELT BUTTER 
~ \ ·,:·',.,; : PURE CRYSTAL ICE 
G·OJLD~ lllJlElClf I 1 t ·~ 
Creamer.J_ &Jee Companj_~ 
HAYS. KANSAS 
DON'T SAY ICE CREAM 
Say 
KING'S KW ALITY ICE CREAM 
" Fit for a King" 
M ade Only From the Very Purest Products Under the 
Most Sanitary Conditions 
Served in All of the Leading Drug Stores and Cafes 
in Western Kansas 
1936 MASTER CHEVROLET 
T he Only Complete Low Priced Car 
O'LOUGHLIN MOTOR SALES 
CHEVROLET AND OLDSMOBILE 
Hays and Ellis 
Over 4 5 Employees Boosting for the Tigers 
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STYLE ..... 
You Will Always Find the Newest 
Creations in Wearing Apparel for 
Men, Women, and Children at 
This Store 
If You Really Want the New Things 
You Will not Regret a Visit to--
liiE C~AllJS.JTORE 
South Main Hays, Kansas 
MIRIAM MODES 
Exclusive Ready-to-Wear, 
Novelties and Gifts 
MIRIAM WIGHT PERRY 
Lamer H otel Phan, 688 
H ays, Kansas 
The Smart T hing al the Right Price 
for the Co llege Girl 
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SAFEWAY STORES 
Every Article Sold Bears 
an Unqualified Guarantee 
PHONE 839 
H ays Kansas 
WINTERS HARDWARE 
"Quality Hardware" 
Phone 16 Hays 
810 Main 
HAYS CITY 
DRUG STORE 
For Your Needs in 
DRUGS, TOILET GOODS, 
REFRESHMENTS 
"The Corner Drug Store" 
Phone 3 48 H ays. Kansas 
Massachusetts Mutual 
Life Insurance Co. 
84 Years Successful 
Underwriting 
Organized l 85 1 
M. \V. EASTLACK. 
District Agent 
Hays, Kansas Phone 445 
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Matched Diamond Sets 
- Watches-
Expert Watch Repairing 
MORRISON 
JEWEL Y STORE 
Phone 152 107 West 10th 
Compliments of 
JAYHAWK HOTEL 
Topeka, K ansas 
For your comfort and convenience-
Adequate and correct lighting- an aid to 
better school work. 
GRASS BROS. 
Good Things to Eat 
Hays 
* 
Kansas 
\\Te Specialize in 
PERMANENT 
WAVING 
Modern Permanent Wave Shop 
Over Basgall 's Sto re Ca ll 998 
SWEETBRIAR 
SHOP 
Always the Latest Fashions 
at Popular Prices 
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T. G. REED ~ SONS 
Exclusive 
Groceries and Meats 
Fresh Fruits and 
Vegetables 
M ODERN 
Phone 480 H ays. Kamas 
Baxter's Flower Shop 
Flowers to Express Your Sentiment 
Teleqraph Delwery Seruice 
Phone 130 
Rose Beauty Shop 
Courceous and Efficient Operators 
P ho ne 392 fo r 1\ppointmcnt 
106 E. 8th Street 
A PR OPHECY 
~~c--
IN LATER years -
when you wil1 be out of school and active 
in the affairs of business - you will view 
these days of planning and preparing your 
Annual with a smile of gratification in the 
fact that you selected "The House of 
Impressions" as your printer. 
During the 35 years of our business history 
we have produced many Annuals and are 
happy to number among our most loyal 
customers many who first became ac-
quainted with our facilities and services 
when they were "on the Annual Staff." 
To you of the 1936 REVEILLE Staff we 
express our appreciation. We have enjoyed 
working with you and hope the pleasure 
has been mutual. 
THE 
~fcCOR~fICK-AB:JISTBONG 
COMPAN""l~ 
WICHITA, KANSAS 
Printers Lithographers 
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A CAMPUS DRAMMER 
(Continued from page 81) 
Mrs. C. L.: (Very, very sweetly) But girls are 
such a comfort about the campus. Aod 
darling, I really wouldn' t pay any atten-
t ion to what people say about Alpha and 
Delta . 
Mrs. Greek: (Bristling) And just what do 
people say about them? 
Mrs. C. L.: (A little cattily) Well, dear, 
evervone must admit that they never seem 
to get along. They are al~ays getting 
their lines tangled when they go fishing 
for the same sucker. But I guess you have 
to "Gechter man." 
Mrs. Greek: Yes, I'm afraid that is true . But 
they both work so hard, you know, and 
the year is such a rush season aod they're 
always getting their teas and q's crossed. 
They're so ambitious, they always try t o 
outbid each other. 
Mrs. C. L.: You'll never have to worry about 
Pi Kap quarreling. She's the quietest little 
thing. 
Mrs. Greek: (Sadly) Pi Kap is really my biggest 
worry. She just doesn't seem to get any-
where. And she was such a healthy baby, 
too! She's the punies t of all my girls, now. 
Mrs. C. L.: How is Tri Sig getting along after 
her serious illness? 
Mrs. Greek: It's really remarkable how Tri Sig 
recovered. You'd never know her for the 
same sickly child she was in September. 
You know, we thought she'd never live 
through the winter. All the other girls 
were so worried, it just seemed as though 
they couldn't talk of anything else but 
her dreadful condition. But those rushing 
exercises the doctor had her t ake helped 
her worlds. She gained thirteen pledges 
nght awayl 
Mrs. C. L.: Didn't you ha\'e Pi Kap take the 
rushing exercises, too? 
Mrs. Greek: (Shaking her head s:idly) Pi Kap 
just doesn't seem to be able to rah: them 
right. She gains a few pied ges at a time 
dunog the year, then commencement is 
such a strain she loses all the ground she 
has gained. 
Mrs. C. L.: Well, I sympathize with you. But 
mv own children are so healthy. It must be 
the Stinemetz of Birrer they drink. Why 
do you know, during the coldes t spell, 
they chopped holes in the ice in the creek 
ro take baths? 
Mrs. Greek: ( Giggling) I did hear rumors to 
that effect. But I said, "Noel, noel, a 
thousand times noel," I knew dear, sen-
sible Mrs. Camp Lewis would never know-
10gly allow her children to do such 
strange things. 
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Mrs. C. L.: ( With a Rohwer of protest) Well, 
at least they don ' t have chronic colds, like 
little Phi Sig does . By the way, how are 
Phi Sig aod Kappa Beta? 
Mrs . Greek: I must remember to make a good 
resolution for Phi Sig. Poor dear! His little 
nose is always so red! I must dress him 
more warmly. Little Kappa Beta is such a 
tiny fellow. It's so much fun to watch 
him imitate the bigger boys. 
Mrs. C. L.: I really must be going. The boys 
will be back soon, aod will expect me 
home. They're out hunting offices, you 
know . 
Mrs . Greek: Do you have that trouble too? 
My boys like to hunt. It's their favorite 
occupation. And little Sigma Tau is such a 
little fiend at it. He goes after them for all 
he's worth. When it's open season, he 
goes about the campus armed to the teeth 
with pats on the back, crying to bag a few 
of the bigger offices. Phi Mu is pretty bad 
about that, too, and Phi Sig has finally 
caught the hunting spirit. 
Mrs. C. L.: I'll never forget how excited my 
boys were when they bagged more offices 
than you, s did last fall. But tell me, 
darling, do you have as much trouble as 
ever with Phi Mu aod Sigma Tau fighting? 
Mrs. Greek: (Indulgently) The little dears, I 
always said that Phi Mu and Sigma Tau 
were too much alike ever to get along with 
each other. Thev even have the same 
diseases. Why, bo'ch of them had Charlie-
horse this w1nter and such severe attacks! 
They're such little hogs. They both want 
to play with the publications at the same 
time and they have a contest to see who 
can gain the most pledges in the shortest 
tune. 
Mrs. C. L. : I hate to rush off but I ha ve mv 
meals to cook . · 
Mrs. G_reek: Getting meals is such a problem, 
1sn t tt? My children are rather finicky 
abou t what they take on. But Kappa Phi, 
_goodness h ow that girl has gained! Per-
haps it's because she's such a good church 
girl. But do tell me, what are vou having 
tonight? · 
Mrs. C. L.: Schwein, you know, the boys just 
love pork. Some fowl, Dickey-bird. A new 
kind that I 'd never heard of before. Also 
some Cole-slaw, some tomato Soukup and 
Newberry pie for dessert. 
Mrs. Greek: Howell can they Meckel out oo 
such light fare? 
Mrs. C. L.: Oh, they do Wright well, thank 
you. But really, I must be running oo. 
Mrs . Greek: (Swee tly) I'm so glad you came 
darling. It' s been such a pleasant after-
noon. (To herself) Like (censored) it has. 
AUTOGRAPHS 
* 
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